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process and methods. Faced by mass culture, mass conformity, dictator-
ship of the computer and a possible de-personalization,. a revolutionary
younger generation tries to find the way back to individual freedom and
critical self-determination "Anti-authoritarian"Z education and, ."Intier-
national solidarity" are the slogans of lthi's revolution around the world.
A new insight into individuality should become the basis of a critical new
insight into society.

Individualization, Specialization and Socialization are the closely
connected and mutually dependent aspects of this educatio'nal reform. In
my concept the term "Sport" means physical education as well as physical

because in the German language "Spore' nowadays:1s often. used
as a basic term sp.ort-sciences, sport-medicine, sport-.politics.

What is the nieaning a Individualization, Specialize= and Sdcializ.
ation as basic principles of education? 'Individualization means the attempt
to promote the develops eht of the individual according to his own potential.
Personal interest and individual inclination should be the determining
factors for the necessary specfalilation. This specialization must be under-

° stood as a possible reinforcement and intensification of a, learning process
leading tct,a higher levelof aspiration. " ,

Out of this education which aims at self-determinition and self-
realization grow the binding ties to the society which areOlOt tiased on
pressure but on free decision. In order to take over-resPonsihilitY f4
others, one muse have experienced. responsibility for hiinself.

Socialization, therefore, is the 'bonsequence. of .a correctly understood
inditridualization it is also defined as, quote: "Self-cOnfident acting .

often 'from the daily social inter-talon or most people" or, in other words: .Socialitation is based updn the "trahsformatidn of sotial outer controls
into inner controls of the individual". (Berrsndorf.)

-
-The unconscious and consdious leaining processes which are necessary

for this Socialization are clearly described by' Jean Piatef,,Avhd takes tip .
example of childres play with its rules made by children themselves, with
its structural arrangemEnt and the respective leadership-l-olei 7`Children's-
games are admirable social acts. The marble-game, for instance, estifnin.§
a system 'of manifold rules; a Complete legal code and a w,hold, juris-
diction." (Piaget.)

.
Social repressicku, howelverin the form of compulsory adaption gr

submission to rules made by a higher authority without unfferstanding and sAti
accepting them, does'not lead to socialization. Eyen,,ifam-work, teem -play;
is, in iss.functionality,olependent upon the team-spirit of the indiyidudl
team members.

Individualization thugtas to be understood as a guide 'to critical *If- .

comprehension. And SocializatiOn means a self-confident and critical
attitude. of the individual towards the society and its- traditional risagel.-

Menze criticizes: "It is Wrong to understand socialization as a process,
of adaptation,'as a process of submission to the social concept of 'people
do", which lead to an increasing destruction of the ego. _s .'. The essence
of socialization is not the; blind- acceptance of material repression and
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values of the, respective structure of society, but this acceptance itself
must be already an act of creative .modification and detachment from the
'people do'. . . ." (Menze.)

Intellectual knowledge alone does not lead to critical self orientation.*
iMaybe that spdrt, with its action-strltures, has a special mission here.m

Sport is not primarily based on thinking about, but on the ability to act
"F with knowledge.

In the field of sports the individual must always make his personal
decisions. The runner, the jumper, the player ; each competitor can only
fight and compete out of freewill. Sport competitions, therefore, Are not
values in tfiemselvesi they become educationally relevant only when the
child, the youngster or the adult has accepted, understood and 'compre-

.hended this training and competition. 4'

Individualizing physical education stands in contrast to generalized
and academic' instruction. . o

Thus,. individualizing education should lead to a personal style of
movement in contrast to the style-bound type of instruction which presents
only one "correct' form of4movement. .

..
. .

. <

Exactness is-the rule of "formal" method. Competitidns in'gymnastics,
-springboard-diving or ice-skating are still subject to this formalism; the4r
grades of difficulty are often measured with mat4rnatkil precision.

This individual 'style create's sometimes new techniques ,which bear
the names of their inventors, like as in medicine or mathematics, lor
example, in gymnastics the "Stalder"at the horizontal bar,, the "Stockli" .
at the side-horse, tlA "Streuli", in figure ice-skating the "Rittberger", the
"Salchow" or remember since 1968 in track-and-field the "Fosbury"
fl4, very well lynowrinoiE.

CompetitiVe sport is a challenge for the individual to act creatively.
This is similar to the dancer who needs a basic technique,, but who beciimes
creatiye only by his individual ability or expression which dominates the
teOhnique.' I'lferefore, a Mastered technique is a pre-condition for an
in ividual style. . . .

But, individualization does,not only. glean deVelopment of a personal
..`. style of movementit also means to'a'ctivate the individual to self- learning.

-'": Therefore, we try to change compulsory sport subjects from 11 yeatscompulsory
.

"mdre and more to voluntary activity.,.' Mr. Kiphuth, Yale University, repiirted to me, since last year, that _-
. instead of compulsory sports they introduced a variety .91..courses.-n a
1 voluntary basis,-the consequence. was in increase, and' not a decrease in: the number. of participants. Thissenibled also the sport teacher to work

. .mdre intensely with the individual, student who came noirmotivated from.
poor achievement. . .4. .:,;

. ..
:::..

,
We can only, Choose ;:free134,1When there' are 'plissibilities for choice.

Also, in your country yeslei.day,'one tidy _interviewer told me how she
hated hockey7-but always sAg:had::t,q, play:linckey in sch.90.1.- -' ---

How may we motiVa(e:th student fOrself.etcrasidn ? How can we
t challenge the indjVidual Wactiq' and critical ifearairii?

. ' '''.1 .. .-...,- .........
. :;:';'''
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Let us compare different styles of teaching in'this direction. One is,
for example, called the authoritarian, th "drill'e or "command" method'.
This style of teaching uses a More or les- pronounced degree of authority
and is, based upon orders, demands, ins ruction and demonstration,frcrm
the teacher. The student is permanently controlled by the teacher and has
to move according to the teacher's idea, . The authoritarian' style allows
the teacher to transmit masses of inforniation within the shortegt possible
time. But he does not know whether the acquired skills have been under-
stood in their sequence and context. The, teacher cannot say if the student
who has learned these shills will bcable to employ them independently in
appropriate situations. ,

The authoritarian style of teaching is still widespread in the field of
physical education: This style likes to ,use mass-drill for the purpose of
public -mass-demonstrations. Contrary to sport competition these gym-,
i lastic demonstrations preseriLexact arrangements and &sthetic ornaments.

. ' The Polish.- writer Kracauer describes '`this 'mass-ornament" that
consists of 'thousands of bodies', the-thovements are mathernati I demon-

. strations . . . and' the masses celebrate with enthusiasm t e regular
' arrangement of the ornament.... The sthetic interest is dire ed towards

them. The bearer of the ornaments is the mass. . . . Here e man is a
small fracture of-a figure, he does not count as an individua , but only as
a member of the mass. . . . The man must not think while e is forming
Z small'part of the ornament". (Kracauer.) The colourfu ,ornaments in
the/ famous shows at the Sokoland other socialist festiv is are political
demonstrations of power and masses. Also, the well-dril ed showeris of
the cheer-leading groups at the American footb 1 ga s are aesthetic
public-relation-drill. .

At the big gymnastic demonstrations of former times these ornaments
were used.as symbols of social solidarity. Our German young generation

I 7has no more time for this kind of show.
, .

Another critical factor in the authoritariart Style is the teacher who
_ knows only "his" method and who speaks of "tny technique", "my system".

This ",suggestive" method ("Do not listen to; anyone but me 1'0 leads to
situations where the athlete is dependent on a specific coach, "his" coach
whom he trusts blindly. In some cases the athlete really believes that he

___ is unable to st4rt in a sports event without his coach at his side. This
"unfree" athlete has been "made" instead of "having made himself".
Every top. performance is based on lonely decisions. No suggestion from
outside can help hereonly self-suggestion: "I can, I will. . . ."

Let us now look aCthe socially-integrated teaching style, which is
also called the ,"democratic", the "active" method, or "to learn to do by
doing ".

. i
This style is baSed on various integrating contacts (etween teacher

and student, student and teacher, and among students themselves. These
contacts aim at gaining informatiori.from the student himself. The teacher
presenfs movement -tasks as "problem-solving" method. The teacher
stimulates independent search, discovery and experimentation as "dis-
coN'Tery"-metbod. This reciprocal contact between teacher and student-',
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Within the method of-challeng I will. explain three specific phases
of learning: the,questio "Who can . . ?" is the first challenge for the
student to spontaneous action. This phase represents a mare or less
intuitive or naive reacti n. Let me c 1 it better the "situative action".
The teacher presents sit ations in whic the student learns to master the
situ'ation. Therefore, in ur curriculum Is the basis of all rules of liability
not the forbid but the opining of action in hich the students ream to act
independently. These. "si. ations" must cor spond to the level of aspira-
tion of the different grou..

The next phase of I arning would be the "reflective action". The
teacher encourages the st dents to compare an' to judge the different
solutions which have bee found. The students learn to find out the
optimal quality of moveme t and what is specific r various techniques.
This second learning phase is most important. It is ten neglected! The
student learns to underst nd different motor- learni phases only by
perceptual training, by watc ing, comparing, identifying. He should learn
to ask why a movement i- done this way or that wa He learns to
recognize and to explain ho he is acting.

Even top athletes are s metimes unable to analyse thei, movements
(Mitangyi). For hours an hours they repeated a specia technique
without understanding it. en small children are easy to inter t in the
"How", when they want to le rn a "clever trick", i.e., when they a moti-
vated for learning. "How d I throw the ball into' the basket ?" ow
can I do the double jump?"

Th4 "Why" -questioning
ledge in various sectors; he ha
logical facts. "What makes t
pole in pole-vaulting has only
be a,. mil 1 u s to the student ;
himselflhe must learn to doub

emands from the teacher extensive kno
to know mechanical principles and-physio-
e Fosbury-flop so effective?"; "Why the
a certain elasticity?" This "Why" should
he must reflect and experience things by
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To summarize: intuitive and situative learning, connected with the
refleCtive learning, lead to self-control and self-conditioiling.

Let me explain four dimensions of this sport-specific self-directed
learning. The first dimension refers to a self-undeistanding of the
functional system, to posture and health-consciousness., Students come
to 'know and to act with sensitive physical effects : like strength, agility or
coordination.

Which speed do'I use-in a certain situation? How will I become more
fit? What does agility mean? Which parts of my body are flexible or
not' xible ? Why is, for instance, the flexibility of the ankle-joints and
Of I e \Spine of extreme importance? Which are the causes of a wrong
pos y attitii&le or an ineffective movement? The value of this self-directed
learnin prolks lies in the information that Sport gives the student about
his o tip by system, to know that "I am. . .

nd dimension is aimed at self-confidence. Only by sensitive,
tasks, for example, in walking, running, jumping, hanging,
ncing, etc., the movements will be refined-"mastered". The

studentl#pmes more and more skilled : "I can turnI. can react".
The *id dimension refers to the variety of movement - creations, to .

the joy.i l'nvention, inspiration, improvization. Jusj as in language, first
of all the elementary vocabulary has to be mastered. If we are secure, we
start to modify, the basic forms. We enjoy the variations. A skilled swim-
mer often "Ways" with his swimming abilities: he dives, turns and jumps
joyfully invents new techniques of swimming or diving or
turning. Thek creatiy movements are a product 'of playful phantasy :
"I have a neiv\ea. . a ." "I create. . . ." .

Cyeativeildvement is based on mobilizing the phantasy. Phantasy in
movements doeSnot mean imitation but invention. It does not mean, for
instance, with 'small children, imitation of animals", as it is often misunder- .\
stood in priMaYy '1 school to be creative movements.

, - ,Even for Jhq
\

child in primary school, creative movement'\means
invention withsimtde elements, for instance, in running, jumping, throwing
and rolling. Creative movement means forming new compositions''; we
call this movement"Gestaltung", this "Gestalt" is more than only a

- summary of siirel Skills.
, 0

'The fourth 4imension refers to the,will to adhieve. Which performance
do I expect of nyS61fcan I realize my own expectations?, It is important
to know the own limitations of one's abilities also in first grade and learn-

Ito surpass therh; "I will... ." The grouping of the class is often necessary
in order to enlarge the individual levels of aspiration. Students often state
that they feel themselves neglected in 'physical educatio : they find the
classes "boring", "therd is no challenge", "we learn not ing new, always
the same tasks". - 1

The individualizing teaching method' °prefers, also, "test-yburself"
--,, programmes. Even the "sport for everybody" applies in the first place

these "test yourself" programmes: in the "Trim-Action", .for instance,
which is becoming poplar in many European countries. Etch participant

- , ,,,
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marks his own scores in a note book ; the completed note books are
honoured by a, special badge.' The one who cheats, cheats himself, because
he knows that he is cheating; thus he spoils his game, for, above all, sport -
is a game even in competition. Who disregards the rules excludes himself.even if he shbuld win. ,.

One other form of the "test yourself" programme is circuit-training.
It becomes more and more popular because of its individualized methods.
The circuit can be built up for first grade, children as well as for groups
of adults, can be used as a general conditioning training or as a' sRecific
training for a certain sport discipline. Students may select the different
"stations" by themselves ; they learn to -control themselves( They may
intensify the "programme" by means of a higher number of exercises or
by cutting down the given time.

Individualization also means self-Control through self-judgement.
Even d first -grade child should be able to understand why he has been
_giver} a certain grade. The teacher should explain any process of judging
and studerrts must learn how to judge and must find by themselves reason-
able judging rules and evaluation.

This kind of self-orientation leads to many ways -of additional self-
training, for instance, we tried this as homework in physical education..
The student gets a ball or a rope to take home to exercise by himself ; or

the teacher opens an extra grade for those who acquire during the holidays
some new skills in swimming, judo, horse-riding or sailing.

Closely connected to individualization is th7 educational aspect of
Specialization. After having learned to act on his own, and thus being
able to inform himself, the pupil needs specialization in order to gain
special skills. For this intensification he needs time.

Today, the classical; ideal "to know as many details as posgible 'of
everything" gives way to a new insight: to intensify the learning process
on the basis of few examples or, in our field of sport: in one or two discip-
lines the student ought to intensify his training. Training means an aim -
directed, systematically increased exercising. The aim is to raise the level
of aspiration or, in other words, to gain more confidence in one's own
abilities. - ,

In the course of an individually planned training-process the student__
experiences his own capabilities. He ivay reach his "ideal level" which '
he neyer thought possible before. He is like a high-jumper who has
mastered a certain height : he reaches for the next level. High-jumping
may serve a a good example, it shows that the student must be able to'
estimate his own 'abilities correctly because, if he fails the first chosen' .

height in competition he is out.. This reasonable self-estimation has to be
learned at any age-level. And this self-estimation leYel is best \then the
success of performance corresponds with the-aspired aim. Therefore,
specialization leads to individual performance and to critical self-judgement
based on experience. ,

Specialization should lead to personal top performance. Sport is
inconceivable without competitioncompetition regarding time, measure-
ments and quality of performance; it is very natural, to compete against

,
\
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one's own person "to outdo oneself" and to compete aganist
the performance of others. Even two- or three-year-old children are eager
to compete; they aim at new skills. . .

. Each competition must arise .out of free decision, no-one must he/ fprced. The attractive feature of competition is the venture, the uncertain
finish. ' f

.

..-To quote an Olympic hurdle-runner: '''. ....the sudden fright, if. every-
thing is present . the spikes, the sta'rting number . . . the burning deAire
to win aid,, at the same time, the desire that everything 'night soon be
over . . . 'hurdle race always means a venture, a risky undertaking. into
uncertainty . . . a short stumbling, a false move, a missed start . . . but
this is the real esse,nce of sport : glorious victury and deeply disapp.6inting
failure, side by side ; but this recklessness in sport has become dear to me.
Sport weights exactly: no former success helps!" (Z. Kopp.) ...

Each competitor "suffers". He seeks the adventure and at the same
time he is afraid of it. This is the attraction, the adventure of competition,
which, is felt even by children; they .ry again and again to climb a steep
Staircase even if they have already failed.

Besides the Olympic competitions, all graders of competitive sport
,grows up, all kinds of competitions are carried out ;_ there are regional
records, records within a chit), records within a family. -Sixty-year-old
people_compete in tennis against each. other as eagerly as the numerous
participants in the, what we call, "open races for everybody". During ,
the last few years in Europe, thousands of younger and elder people took
part, in the various popular competitions in running, walking, cycling,
swimming. The participants are men and women of different age, whole
families or groups of friends It is not the record which is hereby honoured,
only the participation within a given. time-limit.,

Each specialist also in ports looks for a partner who is his equal:
the tennis-player, the 'golfer, the sprinter. In touipAition it is the rule
the chances must be the sa t le forireryone..

It is not true that a speci list must be onlynne-sided. On the contrary :
the profound ,learning, searching and experiencing in one field enables

' him to understand better the endeavours in other sectors. This might be
the'ireason that especially a top-performance athrefe honours highly the
achievements of others ; for he kndws how many hours of intensive trials
and work. how much self-discipline it costs to reach a top performance.

'We come to the third educational aspect. We have 'heard Nell
process of socialization is based on "deliberate Sand self-confident action".

Especially in the field of sport we fine typical examples for socializa-
tion'processes. Olympic games never would exist if the different nations
had not agreed upon international rules and laws in sport. Therefore.
C.otibertin, when he re-founded the Olympic Games in 1894, the first step
was for him to join British, Italian, Belgian, American and German rules
into the international "legal code of sport".

A new record set up in Moscow, in New York, or in any corner of '
the world, will be officiallyAcknowledged if the international rules have
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been observed. Sokser players froni Brazil, for instance, play against a
British teanN, and the referee may come from atchoslovakia. -

These rules do nut only include measures and numbers. They include
also laws of moral liehaKiqur-Twell known as "Fair Kay" rules.

The idea of "fair play" cable from British play fields and has gradually
penetrated social life ever) %here Fair action or unfair action is a question

.of conscience. Even children criticize each otter. "We cannot play with
you, you ai-e cheating!" l'epPle who cheatand ayye7 this way get an unjusti-
fied advantageare not play ers" in the proper nieaning of the word, they'
are betrayers. The 1a s of fair play may be offendedthe spectators and
all competitors who know the rules will always estimate and honour a
fair-play athlete and a fair-play team.

Sport is an expression of our voluntary responsibility for ourselves
and for others. Responsibility for others cannot be dictated, even -tradi-
tional social systems are unable to' do fliis. Responsibility and human
relationship must derise from our free decision and insight as a consequence
of, self-realization and self-responsibility,

%
A

Thetefore, sport activity then becomes, a factor. of socialization only
s% hen it is more than imitation and only acceptance of the rule's. Also,
khildren should learn as 'early as possible how to act as a referee, how to
become a life-saver,,hoyv to gyve mutual help in spOrt ; this will help them
to understand the basic principles of well-futictioning social action.

We repeat. therefore, that socialization means a possibility to "traps-
form social outer controls into inner controls of the individual". Sport
may give to the'individual one of the possibilities to decide independently
N% hat he has to do, and by sport he can demonstrate his free %vat to achieve.

But sport has-also created its own culture-patterns. In every sport
event there are not onl.V.international rules and there are also always
created certain "ceremonies '. For instance, the referee distinguishes
himself by special dressing and special behaviour, teams exchange special
greetings, etc. Coubertin was thinking always about, these special rere-
monies regarding the Olympic Games. He created many details for the
beginning and the end of the Gams,& the handing over of the medals
with faufares,the triple platform for t'he three medal-winners, etc.

Coubertin also created the Olympic symbol: the Olympic Rings.
Olympic ceremonies and symbols have found their way. into worldwide
social life ; they are now symbbls foc international cooperation.

Socialization in sport means .international understanding in the sense
of internationalization Only from this point of view to set up self-directed
rules in the view of doing sport with each other can the 'Olympic idea he
understood.

My lecture in honour of F ritz Duras shall be a smalt,contribution in
this direction . to give the single child more chance to choose his individual
sport, to open more possibilities, qualified teachers aid facilities for
specialized training, and to motivate internationalization through social
understanding in "Olympic sport.
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students. Opportunities are therefore extended to students for greater 1 a

freedom to use college resource centres or local public facilities outside
of lecture time.

Every college Course in physical education is governed by its total
college policy and it is significant that there is a growing tendency to
initiate general core courses wherein staff work as teams within an inter-
clisciplinari, framework to enrich students' understanding of the world in
which they live. Thus at Armidalethe first College itioN.S.W. to intro-
duce such courses, the physical education staff lecture on "sport and
physical education in the ancient world" and "sport in the Australian
society"to all students within the College. Balmain College has insti-
tuted an eight-hour-a-week course for all second-year students entitled ,
"Man in Society" wherein during the first two-thirds of the year students
study the problems of industrialization-in two cultures and in the remaining-
sessions elect two areas of expression to organize and prepare their ideas
for public presentation. Physical education plays.a part in both these areas.
Listnore College presents three cultural background coursesthe,"arts"
the "sciences" and "society" to all 'students. Alexander Mackie- has an
inter-cliscipline cqurse entitled "teaching" in which the physical education
staff make a contribution. Balmain College' has also introduced an inter-
disciplinary course in child giowth an development and another in
"foundations of education" where panels, including physical education
staff, participate on equal terms with other disciplines and at ,a richer

1 academic level.
The development of this approach I regard as a wonderful innovation-

into N.S.W. Colleges and represents an attempt to break do-wn the-barriers
of the closed-shop subject-discipline approach which I think has con-
tributed to the general teacher's lack of understanding of the role that
physical education should play in the education of the child. .

The reduction of overall lecture time and the introduction of genera/
core courses, together with the growing trend to include fleet' studies in
depth, some of which are quite extensive, e.g., Armida p.p.w. for six'
semesters and Wollongong to p.p.w. (3.3.4) over, ree years, produce
problems that are worrying to administrators both. at college-and within
the service. It means that the,available .time that Can be 'shared by the
subjects for curricular courses is now extremely limited` and the must
be unequal opportunities for training in the curriculum- areas. Most
colleges attempt to present a concentrated physical 'education core course
in first year, e.g., Alexander Mackie 'and Balmain, while others, e.g.,
Mitchell College of Advanced Education, spread the core course in selected 41'

semesters. But the actual lecture period allocation to physical education
for cpurses allied to the syllabus of P.E. for primary schools is declining
'rapidly, e.g., Balmain, which had 8 p.pw. over two years now has only
5 p.p.w. over three years. Lismore has only one period per week for one
Semester for curricular studies in physical education. Sydney College has
,one p.p.w. in each year. Wagga retains 2 :2: 1 and Newcastle ,2:2:-.
Wollongong requires one,p.p.w. in one year (for those who did not elect
to do the curricular study in physical education).
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Various at empts have been made to resolve this ',problem and to
reyte it to the r Alities of the primary school needs.Mysical education in
the State sebo is is 'usually found as an -expression- period of sport
with no skill to ching except for the talented, special swimming instruction
and some folk dating. Some schools are introducing gymnastics and
educational dance but at the moment it appear: more in club activities
that the normal class situation Reall/ing this situation, most.,heads
of departments are keen 'to extend the etective s)stein and it is finding
expression in two forms: i.e.,- phy sisal education 'as a rnajm Atedy and as
a minor study. All heads of P.E. departments belieye'that sonic form of '
specialization is necessary for the teaching of physical education and now.
as never before. when it is now impossible to find sufficient time to train
students adequately in all subjects of the primary, curriculum.

Wollongong had act.ually grouped its ''praetical" subjectinusic.
art,, craft, physical education and natural and allow students to '
elect two of these for study. Armida'le atfempts to attract as many students
as Vossible to its minor elective (practical course) for 3 p.p.w. for one
semester` and has this year involved 85c,', of the Men and 65% of the

.women. Balmain has its supplementary course (2 p.p.w. for one semester
(half year) ) Which provides an opporttinity for those who are interested
to do a short practical courseas well as those who are directed to do so.
Wollongong pi;escriba for all students avolie p.p.w. per year course for
Personal skill development and Lismore has a similar scheme of 1 p.p.w.
for two semesters I regard these minor practical studzy's aimed at persoial'
d velopment of the student to be of vital importance because by such -
ontact, student,,' attitudes may be developed towards the %allies of such

experiences to the individuid. Until this becomes a fact appreciated within
the community at large and by academic staff naernber:; in particular,

.phy sisal education will fl onthine to be regarded with suspicion in an
academic curriculum.

The -development of major studies in physical, education provides a
welcomed opportunity for colleges to treat the subject in dCpth, and, in

) fact, to prepare a teacher capable of accepting responsibility for the practice
of physical education within the pr' nary and infants' school. It might well

r be needed, as is believed so inter. ly by one 'head of department for' full
specialization to be urged for the pry gOools. As colleges of advanced
education develop there must also develop/full specialist courses that offer
training for both primary aril secondary specialization in physical educa -,
Lion. This course of action must be considered because it appears 'as a,
logical extension of the major elective ;creme working in most colleges
as a result of the planning for three-year courses. I believe its implementa-
tion is Imperative because it could provide a real 'link with phe fottuative
years of the Middle childhood peviod when the skills of an individual's
culture must be practised and practised so that they become part of the
individual's nodes of expression whether as an adolescent and as an adult.

Some colleges are offering bridging courses. Alexander Mackie and
Lismore are concerned with the poor standard of personal 'skill and fitness
evident in the adolescent who enters college. Mackie tests its students and
dire'cts them to bridging courses which are fitted in to suit the student.
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Lismore is develoinng an individual teaching Method to overcome this
problem and I imagine all college:i have ..to make some provision to ,cater
for the wide range in students' physical abilities_Balmain guides its weak
student.into the supplementory courses (short course electives) after' the

,assessments of first year.
Balmain appears to be the only college providing a general core course -

for teaching children w ith de. iations from the normal in growth and
development and in \ hich scheme physical education lecturers inake a
contribution, e.g , in perceptual-motor training, and adapted physical
education programmes, foil, the, retarded and gifted. Students select a
special study project and teach in selected schools with retarded
children, culturally deprived children, children with language. difficulties,
and gifted children during'%practice, teaching 'at the end of this .year. .

Somerailleges provide within the curt-it:11111in ablock of time for team
train g or recreation of -a physical nature, e.g., Wollongong with a club
period adjacent to the lunch hour, Balmain with a sports union period'last
on `a Wednesday.

Many college are approaching physical education from the movement
study approach, with the concepts of Laban and Kephartsheing developed /
alongside those of mechanics and physiology. Gymnastics and dance are \
the basic physical education media used but they can only be adequatily
treated in the major elective courses.

Many colleges are also emphasizing the fitness' approach in the core
courses or through a special course for personal development. e.g , Lismore
and Wollongong. .

Some 'colleges emphasize creativity, e.g,, Arjnidale, Sydney and
Newcastle. Newcastle has no special time for studying sports in depth

e Balmain so encourages ,a student's use Of 'creativity in the games
"vro amme. It also supplements this by encouraging students free when

the sc ls have their sports period teaossistsin this programme. Balmain,
in it foun Sons of education course, has a team of educationalists, artists
and physical e. catipnalists taking a izz,period course in creativity.

Because physi I education is so 'expansive, the temptation to teach
all aspects of the subje within a few lecres faces all lectur&s. To avoid
this Balmain has concentr qd its physical education course on gymnastics
and dance and has been able'-to retain another time slot on the first-year
timetable for finstruction in the sports played by primary children, i.e.,
the games met od course (in which each woman does women's basketball
and eidteri: tball or soccer and each man cricket and football) that is,
where two s rts.onit; are studied in detail, rather than attempting to'give
fewer lectures o more .sports.

An interesting new approach being used in some N.S.W. colleges
is the subject ,tqam teaching approach, e.g., Wagga ufes three staff for two
sections pf students and each specializes in one arbwith the students
changing over at set intervals during the year. Balmain uses five staff for
fohesections in its games method course on Monday and Wednesday after-
noons, and once a sport has been treated the students change lecturers in
order to work at their second sport..

t
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Wagga is' planning to introduce a special distinetion course. in+physical .
education, to eliallleioullstanding students to gain additional enrichment in
the subject. WollongOng is able to go even further: it. offers outstanding
general students at the ,end of the first year an opportunity to fill any
rata-rides in'the second-year specialist group. This, I think, istawonderful
idea.

Several colleges are experimenting with -teaching all groups co-educa-
tionally. rmidate has coeducational groups for all practical work. Others
are 'planning exercise tabdratories for major study areas, e.g., Alexander
Mackie. Westmead is making use of a school that resides in its grounds.
The children are used for obServational studies and pupil testing by the
students, while the physical education staff are Able to assist the teachers
with derrionstration work And the loan of equipment.

What is happening withiut,he specialist physical education. courses?
At the present time only two colleges have courses leading rto the Diploma
of Physical ducatipn-each three-year courses of some standing, and
for Which-Perth University has given reasonable accreditation for students
wishing to continue to the degree.

.
Sydney, Teachers' College has three major .strands to its course a

general' course which- is the same for all college students, a professional

!!

strand and a' special physical education
for first-thir,d year respectively). All.stu
one area for two,years' study. The curricul
the theory of physical edfcation, the science
applied -kinetics. These strands are continued,
addition of a course in music or art with the
year where .the general course is replaced bjr
elective (or by the honour's"course) and health
is available for students who', elect to specialize
addition to extending their physical education kn
yet -been 'awarded graduate accreditatiOn by the

The physical education elective programme enables students
specialize within (Ace of These areas of special interes -.--"Mysical education
and society"; "health educyon" ; and "facilities". These studies, have..

the applied kinEtics course in third year students may specialize'
in one p.factical field, e.g., gymnastics, dance or sports. This new endeavour_
has appealed to staff supervising' practice teaching. Students are observed
to have a much deeper insight in their special area and to apply this facility ,

when helping children in other areas of skill acquisition.

ricular course. (21 :22: 2; p.p.wr
s elect in the general course

course covers three areas
Of physical education and
to second year (with the
eneral dourse),and third

ecial phisIcal education
ucation. A fourth year
'n health (education,

in
wledge hut it has,, not

ubllc Service 13-d2irQ'

both theoretical and practica components.
r

The honour's course is a special course which replaces the general..

' electii,,e course for students who?ttaindq't the end:of first year 70% average ':;s
i of marks ald. who maintain this at the end of second year. This course

"comprises practical participation in Original research in. comparative .
primate anatomy and-primate .locomotion; dissection and Preparation of
specimenand models; application of the method of photographic analysis
to the study of locomotor patterns". (p.' -196 Cal.) .,

. . 1 ..
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Thi dip ma course is conducted within a framework of 'other
disciplines t h lecturers, outside the physical education department

'sharing largely in the prdgramme. In addition, the student is presented
with an overall programme which enables him to teach physical education
cbmpeIently at all stages of a child's schooling.

Wollongong Teacher.? College approa64 the training of specialist
teachers with fairly similar emphases but some Mifferences. Some of these
differences recognized by the Wollongong staff are:

(a) During the first year the special students embrace a course
similar to general 'prin-Ary course students, thereby enabling them to do a
general primary practice teaching session, tut they do not devote the same
time to the general curriculum courses as do the primary trainees.

(b) The first two practice experiences are conducted within the
primary,schools. It is not until the third practice session that the stude9ts
teach full-time physical education, and this is programmed during third
term when the students spend one day a week in the high schools.

(c) Wollongong staff believe that their course has, a stronger
academic emphasis with three-quarters of lectpre time devoted to this
emphasis and which time is utilized by mostly non-physical education staff.
(A second subject must be studied in depth and this may be taken at the
university.) Both colleges welcome anOhterdisciplinary approach to the
training, of its students and seek to maintain this training within close
association with students of other disciplines. t.

(d) A greater emphasis is placed on the communication skills wherein
students' receive a greater,common exposure to the communication media
of language, itrt Ana music.. ... .g .... . ...;

Both colleges endeavour to provide a background in preparation fox..."-'--:-
research activities with Sydney's honours course providing a real stimulin..-.."-4'.
for participation in actual research projects. Both 'colleges -also expert .

students to engage in field work and they give accreditation for attainment
of certificates for coaching or umpiring in allied areas. Wollongong hae
also a point system functioning, req,uiring participation in at 'least three
of the four service areas: - - . .-

s Child training camps.
, , v. ,

.

Camps --"organied for various purposes, e.g., Church, practice
teaching., .

% Play centres and. swimming schemes.
. ComMunity serviceYNCA, Scouts. ,

,

By attempting to provide.,such an overview I ima ne that I have,,,
produced many errors of distortion--neVertheless, I ho e I have. been °
able to show something of .the ferment of ideas being ex ?essed experi-
mentally in so many- places and of the answers being suggested for -epreparing students to face the realities of teaching with confidence in
competence. It is a wave of activity of which I have never seen the like;.'
and the trigger for this release of energy has been the introduction'
of the three -year course of training following so quickly upon' the new
six-year high school course. . ..

, .
.... o
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Staff had to face seriously the problems of khe.Poptilation and knot' f
ledge explosions, the tremendous technological, advances in educatiot31;-.
aids, and the changing nature of educational needs. , I hope that I 4.-ite-
been able to convey Something of the revolution I found acurring in ;lig
colleges' and its effects upon the physical education courses developing
for the-general primary school teacher and the secondary specialist teactiet
in physical education in New South Wales.
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A look at Physical Education
in Teachers' College s;'

. . . . . .. .--

in Victoria with-"ati,./

.--:...-:,
w EncleaVOurs:-;%:::-..,

.-.........
ELIZABETH- 0. .WALPoLE .;'''-":*

. ,

". .
-:,"

.*:`

Lecturer in Physical- Eduisiti,on,.
BurwoodlTeacherPoifkgf,

---I.Nthe45tate_teacheic:collegeS in Victoria there are,io,o2o*t6dente ..,=e-

an traitiftk.this.yearbut less.-thab one4hird of these has airy c.b9ract with ---
. ., inten4e ,pliysical-..education -activities or,.indeed,_ with requ'i'reti.,,ph,srcae.

---- -' f' ,,,edpCatiOn1,6f.eftof :kind. .--- -- . : ...':- ..1-:`
..- , -1....At tlar:lareseptimonierit there, ire no specialist cdtai-Ses,;'ifict.19Kksical:;,.

-ectucati9n-',,Is- conkted plainly to 3tudents in primary ,cOlteges:4ho are ,

;takin...,gener soursefor .priniary teachers,- kloweirer,'"iett7inservir',-:'
,., . , .:traini lg. for Ose already qualified.. elsewhere iii.01),./y. sical education is

r)victed.fcli; oth secondary and technical:ienliers to enable them to
--.:ro41ite- thew qualiitions.., . .. ..a.-:::: ''' "-;.- ; :i.: --:-': -

_.., ....-
, riii,'Melbourne- Secondary Teachers' Ciillege' offeis a:"course'leading / -"°"."

- to the. Trained. Secondary Teachers' Certificate,- (Buys. 'cl.). This.allow,s* -..-

1.,-- the twolyear ;Dip. PhYs. .t a. students, 'fro/0Werbotifne Unive4ify.,''to

:(',-
complete,a general teaching certificite,'thete6y qUalifying- them - fo' teach'
another subject besides ;Physical Adtichficin in thg secondary ichoOl. In'

:. .-. J970 there are 0I-. students": tarcinethis Ccurie... A, 'similaai "c0aii$e at
1Vielt,Ourne PrimaryTeichers" College offers a ketrial certifitate.,ti Dip. -
'Phys. U. students,4ho wish .to.,teachf in -pritria;y; schools. Both" of these

..certificates represent three- :years of training; 'However, as "the-'physical
education course content ,for- 'these students. "comes under ifie-VniVersity

- -of gelbourne-it-ig nit 'Within/the-scope:Of' this tia.per. ..: .. . ,
.., .- '

Monash Teachers?' Collegils hOping to include physical education in
. .

1971 in -..:-,..f.ourry* Coutse.:fiir ',Higher ,DiplOma.;:of-Jeaching. This will
7, cater. or. tudents,-"wishing- to teach physical education in -seehndari` schools

. . . ..,- -.
% ,

......,..- , , . 111 ,
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and at the same time study two other ching subjects. It is also probablethat, the Secondary Teachers' College Llhtrobe University Centre now beingestablished will also be6ble to offer full-time specialist courses in Xiysicaleducation.
But these ventures are all in the futures They represent attempts bythe Education Department to provid4-more trained pysickl educationteachers in secondary' schools to supplement the output from Melbourne

University, which at the' present time is the only. source of physical
education specialists in Victoria.

It is thereforertrue to say that in 1970 there is no specialist course inphysical education in any Victoria State Teachers' College. However,our subject forms an integrkj part of the 'training of every primary teacherin Victoria. If we go back 20 years we find a one-year course for TrainedPrimary Teachers' Certificate (T.P.T.C.) within which, physical educationwas allotted one period per week. The obvious outcome was that emphasis
was placed on method of teaching the subject in the primary school andthe activities taken were these suitable for primary school children. Withthe introduction of two-year T.P.T.C. in 1951, and more recently, in,1968, the three-yeAr course for Diploma of Teaching, the time Allocationhas been increased and the emphasis has shifted froth method alone toactivities taken at the individual's own level. Physical education is there-fore truly seen as an avenue of learning, an educative experience in whichthe activities undertaken are a. means'to an endthat 'of developing eachindividual student.

Physical education plays an important part in the total. educativeprocess involved in preparing young people to teach in therimary school.It is the subject which provides students with the opportiinity to developtheir own health to its optimal level through both its practical and academiccontent.
It is no longer acceptable that a course in a primary teachers' collegeshould be mainly concerned with primary school method and physicaleducation should be no exception. In the words of the Pryor Report :". . ". the basic assumption . . . for the Preparation of teachers js.,that,,the quality of the person matters more than anything else. . .The Committee has rejected the idea that teacher preparation consistsof requiring a sudent to master the contents of a prescribed course ofstudy and certain pre-determined fechniques and skills ikhich areoffered as 'the method of teaching':''
Physical educationists, through their subject, have a unique part toplay in helping to guide these young teachers towards maturity and fullacceptance of their responsibilities in the teaching profession.
In Victorian primary colleges, physical education is combined withhealth education, so that the subject is-termed health and physical educationand as such must be studied by all students as, at least; a twelve-monthcurriculum study. It is also available equally with other subjects as asub-major or a major study in the diploma course,,which means a studyOf three or four. hours per week. Students entering college have justcompletedan intensive_year of academic study in preparation for matricu-lation, and many have never known or hae forgotten what it is like to
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engage in ,strenuous physical activity. Therefore,Nt comes as somewhat
Of'd shock to And that participation in- physical education is an inescapable

.requirement of becoming a primary, teacher. A higher level of personal
5tnesf is required and great emphasis is placed on the development of a
sdand attitude towards total health through partcipation in as wide a range
of. physical activities as possible.

th an attempt to give every student a sport in which he may become
interested, most colleges provide a variety of activities for.sport on Wed-
nesday afternoon. A weekly inter-college competition proyides regular
competition for some 70Q students in all the traditional team games. In
addition, coaching in skills is offered in most of these team sports and also
in varied activities such as fencing, horse-riding, judo, ice-skating, archery,
scuba, dry _skiing, water skiing, sailing, etc. Inter-college carnivals in
athletics and swimming provide the opportunity for students of all colleges
to meet and compete together and also to gain experience in organizing
and conducting such carnivals.

The health and physical education courses cover abroad spectrum
of topics, but at the same time, provision is made for students to specialize
and study in depth area of their own choice, both in the practical and
theoretical aspects of the .course, Major studies in health and. physical
education place emphasis on outdoor pursuits and introduce all students
to adventure-type activities and organization of camps. Three primary
colleges have now acquired country seaside camp sites and are busily
planning their future development. Extensive use is also made of National
Fitness Camps and,areas such as Wilson's Promontory and the Grampians.

With the increase in leisure time in -the community, lecturers in
physical education are increasingly aware of their responsibility in
educating students to take their place as recreational leaders. Plans to
equip students to meet this challenge arm an integral parr of all major
studies undertaken.

The first graduates of the Diploma of Teaching course will complete
their training this4r.aK-and begin their careers in the schools in 1.971.. Of
these graduates, 124 will have taken health and physical education as a
major study. In. primary schools it has been traditional for the grade
teacher to take responsibility for the teaching bf physical education in his
own grade. In the past this has generally proyed isastrous and has often
led to a situation in a child's life in which for seven ears physical education
(as distinct from sport) has been totally neglected, so that by the time the
child enters secondary school the damage has been done. Patterns of non-
participation and lack, of skill have been estal3lis ed and, we are well on
the way to developing another spectator rather th n,an active participant.
I believe that sound prpgrammes of physical educa ion will only-be possible
in the primary school when trained and intereste teachers are placed in
charge of the subject. An experimer4 is to be be un in Victoria in .1971
by placing students' who have majored in health a d physical education as
co4rdinators of the subject in large Primary schools. In this away, those
teachers who have a specialist training will,be re popsible for the subject
rather than those who may be neitlier equipped nor ;interested in truly
educating children thrpugh the medium of physical activity.
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However, to expand this scheme of a co-ordinator in each large
primary schocfl it will be necessary to maintain a constant flow If
enthusiastic young teachers from our primary colleges whb have specialized
in:bealth and physical education in their college courses.

As we complete thedfirst three years of the new Diploma of Teaching
(Primary), it is necessary to reappraise the courses we have established,
to concern ourselves with possibilities of integration with other disciplines
and to undertake research to \ ensure continuing development, so that we

will he always reaching out towards new endeavours in physical education.
At this time, Victorian teachers' colleges are moving towards a future

in which each individual college will be autonomous under its own college
council. In this era it is well within the bounds of possibility that with
adequate facilities and staff, mpre of these colleges will be able to offer
specialist courses in physical education. Our present courses have laid a
firm basis for this and we are now able to look forward with confidence to
the future of physical education in Victorian State teachers' colleges.

R8FERENCES
1 PRNOR, L. J.: "Report and R commendations of the Advisor} Committee on the

Three Years' Course of raining for Primary Students". Education Depart-
ment, Victoria, 1967, p. it,
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The P'rofessional 'Preparation
of Physical Education

Specialists in Australian
Universities for Meeting the'.

Challenge of the Future in
Schools an the Community

JOHN' BLOOMFIELD

Senior Lecturer in Physical Education,
University of Western Australia, Perth

LIVING in a technOlogical age deprives man of one ofthis most basic
requirements, namely, that of mo extent. As a biological organism, he
has evolved over millions of years in a natural environment in response
to pressures for mobility and end rance, yet during a brief period of
approximately 5o years, the intense esire for progressively encompassing
labour-saving devices has altered 'the mode of living for the majority of
our Augtralian populatiop. Modern man, in changing his physical way
of life to meet thy, of an ur an society, has interieF ed with his
biological adaptai hich was ac,hie ed through a long process of natural
evolution. There is now well docume ted.evidence available whith demon-
strates that such a ,,rapid change m y indeed threaten man's ability to
biologically adapt, and our non-vigoro is, over-stimulated life (Figure I),1
together with a rapidly changing ertvir nment, is bringing us new problems
in the form of an increasing inciden of degenerative disease such as,
for example, cardiovascular disease.

It is important for us to realize t at Homo sapiens is physically an
animal and as suth must have a basic mount of physical activity for his
biochemical processes to function norma ly. Wherever possible, we should
attempt to ,return to at least some of in-. basic living patterns, and one
of these natural phases in our evolution ry history is phygical activity. It
is high time that modern man awakened to the fact that any alteration

4
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to the physical or biotic environment should be neutralized by appropriate
compensatory mechanisms. Recent discussion of world conservation and
pollution is encouraging, but to conserve our environment is not enough ;.
we must also conserve man. -

;'

MECHANIZED, URBANIZED, UNBALANCED INDIVIDUAL:
a/ER-RESTED, OVER-FED, OVER-STIMULATED, C7/ER-PROTECTED,

UNDER-EXERCISED, UNDER - RELEASED , UNDER -DISCIPLINED

UNDER-EXERCISE OVER-STIMULATED

SUPPRESSED RELEASE
TIGHT & FLIGHT

EXAGGERATED RESPONSE
CONDITIONED REFLEX

STRESS
CNS -

ENDOCRINE

PHYSICAL DISEASE 4-0
ENDOCRINE

'CARDIOVASCULAR
METABOLIC .OVERWEIGHT
GASTROINTESTINAL
MUSCULO-SKELETAL

TENSION.

'NA

EMOTIONAL DISEASE
NEUROSIS
ANXIETY
DEPRESSION

. COMPULSION
MALADJUSTMENT

STATE

FIGURE I :' The under-exercise over-stimulation syndrome.

,
f What Can Be Done about These Problems?

As physical educationists; it is essential for us to consider man within
the framework of his urbanized and automated 'environment, because he
cannot be separated from it and is an integral part of it. The hysical
educationist of the 1970's must be aware of this fact when he attempts to

t physically, educate the community, and must be thought of as a social
service worker in the overall field of education. Preventke, physical and,
to an extent, social -medicine, will be his major pursuit ; he should be

It trained with this philosophy, in mind, and must understand that he is
working in the broadest sense in the area of human biology. Thus an
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education of a perscin's phySical being from ''a human biological point of
view must be the goal of physical education today, with activity being used
as a major tool to obtain this goal.

.

This then leads us to the major point of this paper, namely, that of
the professional preparation of the physical educationist of the future for
the schools and the community. Only professional `preparation at the
university level will be dealt with, as this is a specialiEetl level in itself.
This is pot to say, however, that it is the most important level, as it is only
a part of the whole.

tisk TABLE I
An example of a Bachelor of Science Degree Majoring in Physical

' Educatson
(Biologically oriented)

fFirst Year :
Biol. Sc. Animal biology
Biol. Sc.' ... Human. biology
Phys. Sc. Physics/chemistry
Soc. Sc. Psychology

Second Year :
Biol. St. Biochemistry, human physiology
Biol. Sc. Gross anatomy, histology and embryology
Phys. Ed. BioiDechanies

Third Year :
Biol. Sc: Mammalian physiology, functional anatomy
Phys Ed. Biomechanies 0

Phys. tEd. Motor learning and motor capacities
Fourth Year :

Phys. Ed. Physiology of exetcise, growth and developrit
Phys. Ed. Sports medicine) iomechanics*

,

The theoretical and practical study of the anatomical and
mechanical analysis of human movement.

A
. .

What Should a University Offer to Prepare such a Physical
Educationist?

First, it is important to examine very bfiefly the function of the
traditional British university so that we can orient ourselves as to its
present position and responsibility to the community.

In the past it was the traditionalts,cat of learning, with a strong
academic bias. Since World "War II it has slowly bscame a more profes-
sional institution with a reasonably well balanced academic and professional

,orientation. It was during the early development of the professional or
vocational era that physical education was first introduced into the Aus-
tralian universities. It was also at a time when there was little knowledge
about man's.developirig problems in hi§ environment, and it was difficult
to convince the academic powers-that-be that the study of human physical
performance was a valid university discipline for the latter part of the
loth century and beyond it.

'I am quite sure, however, that the climate for ,a steady development
of physical education at the university level is now ripe. This is, however,

1..
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only provided that we "fall into line" with the basic philosophy of. the
Australian university. The following points may help to clarify this.

First, we should develop an academic-strand in physical education.
Such a course would be centred around the biological and social sciences
and would be aimed at producing mainly researchers and university
lecturers for physical education. There would be less emphasis on practical
biomechanics (activity skills) than in the professionally oriented course,
simply because it is necessary to train a researcher in depth, especially in
his basic science subjects. Those of is who are teaching in the field of
physical education are virtually dependent on the researcher to formulate
the body of knowledge with which we educate our, students. We must
also rely on the investigator in areas cognate to physical education as
well as those workitig in our own applied dikipliue, if we are to tekh4he
facts about the art and science of human movement.

. , TABLE II

An Example of a Bachelor of Science Degree Maioring in Piystcal
Education

(Behaviourally oriented

First Year :
Soc. Sc. Psychology (meurement and general

psychology)
Soc. Sc. .. Anthropology
Biol. Sc. .. Human biology
Phys. Ed. .. Biological basis of physical education (func-

tional 'anatomy, human physiology).
Second Year

Soc. Sc.
Soc. Sc.
Phys. Ed.

A Mtn/ Year :
Soc. Sc.
Soc. Sc.
Phys. Ed.

Fourth Year :
, Phys. Ed.

Phys. Ed.

Social psychology
Sociology
Biomechanics

Social psychology
Sociology
Biomech'anics*

Physiology of exercise, motor leariling and
motor capacities, growth and development

Sociology of physical recreation, biomechanics

The theoretical and practical study of the anatomical and
. mechanical analysis of human movement.

Unfortunately,2 at the present tim& our field is full of "theories".
Thus it ig"that we in the British Commonwealth have hardly progressed
beyond the era Of "old wives' tales" in physical' education, although in the
last two decades a considerable body of knowledge has been formulated in
Europe and North America. .

There will certainly be criticism from some Members of the physical
education fraternity in Australia at the mention of such a course. They
will maintain that everyone must do ALL the basic skill wgElain order
to become a qualified'ualified:physical'educationist. However, the .forward thinking
professional in our field fully realizes.that we in Australia have hardly
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progressed fn our professional preparation of the phy sical educationist in
the last 20 years.

It- sliould also be emphasized that only to to 15- per cent of students
could enter such a science oriented degree (Tables I and II). Naturally
it would only be the students ,that can adequately handle the challenging
basic courses presented in Australian universities. The remainder entering
uniersity-level phy sical education would do the professionally orientated
course to be mentioned below.

TABLE 111
An Example of a Bachelor of Education or Physical Eduktion Degree

Majoring sn Physical Education
(Professionally oriented)

First Year
Biol. Sc
Soc. Sc.

Phys Sc
Phys. Ed.

Second Year :
SIX Sc
Biol Sc.
Phys. Lid.

Third Year :
. Ed. ..

Phys. g(v.

' Phys, Ed.

Fourth Year :
lays Ed.

" Phys. Ed.

Animal biology
Psychology (measurement and general

psychology)
Physics /chemistry
Functional anatomy, biomechanics*

Anthropology or sociology
Human biology
Human physiology, biomechanics

Educational sociology, educational psychology
Physiology of exercise, growth and develop-

ment, biomechanics*-'-,_
Professional areamethods of teaching,

organization and administration-of P.E
history and principles of P.E.

Motor learning and motor capacities, bio-
mechanics*

--

Sports medicine, sociology of physical recrea-
tion, biomechanics*

N.B.Practice teaching in physical education would be carried out
for 12 weeks, spread over the third and, fourth years.

* The theoretical and practical study of the anatomical and
.inechanical analysis of human movement.

What would university academics think of such a course? Once they
reafized the need for a.study in depth of man's human physical performance
they would welcome it with open arms. They have rejected our courses
in the past on many grounds (some of them quite invalid) but one of the
major reasons is that they have lacked academic depth.

Now let us turn to the other type of professional preparation we
should be off4ing our students to face the immense challenges of the future.
The majority (85% to 90 c) of our students would follow such a course,
which should probably he offered in the form of a Bachelor of Physical
Education; o'r a Bachelor of Education Degree (Table III). It should be
a four-year qualification with an educational orientation which will equip
the physical education graduate to communicate with other 'graduates as
he works in the field.
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This course, however, must still approach the subject areas from an
academic viewpoint, and the how and why of human physical performance
must be taught, not just the facts; to teach skills in the traditional sense is
probably the best way to have oneself ostracized in the British Common-
wealth university. After spending a short period of time in an Australian
university, the writer agrees with the majority of his colleagues that the
skill-oriented course is not university level work. However, if one teaches
all skill Work with a theoretiCal kinesiological and mechanical analysis
base to it, then it becomes no less a worthy pursuit in a university than
physics, chemistry or biology laboratories.

The other major criticism from university academics in the past is
that physical education courses have not required the basic prerequisites
on which the applied discipline of physical education must be built. There
is no doubt that one mint have at least basic animal biology, chemistry,
some physics and human physiology before one can study exercise physio-
logy: Similarly, one capnot study the sociology of physical recreation
adequately without a' basic background in general psypology, social
psychology, anthropology and sociology.

It is important that this course should hdve en'o'ugh flexibility to train s
teachers for the State and private schools as well as physical educators to
work in the community. We liave not yet made very much of an attempt
to place. physical education specialists, outside the schools in Australia but
there is a definite place for them in the following areas: the armed services,
hospitals (in cardiovascular and physical rehabilithtion), mental institu-
tions, gaols, child welfare departments, industry (industrial fitness),
health clubs (cardiovascular reconditioning), national fitness councils,
community health recreation, advanced colleges of education and univer-
sities. Physical education .specialists work in such places in parts of
Europe and -North America and are considered to be an integral.part of
the overall preventive and 'rehabilitative medical programme.

It is necessary to stress the f t that we must give our physical
educationists a high level of trainin , first and perhaps mos/ important,
so that they can do a competent job as educators and social se6ice workers
in the schools and.the community; second, so that they can communicate
with professional graduates in other allied fields, and third, so that some
of them can conduct research into many of the medical problems facing ,
man today. Too long have we played second fiddle to many other ro-
fessions, mainly because we felt inadequately trained when we compa ed

rselves to them.
o conclude this topic, it is necessary to stress that the time is now

ripe farms us to develop a highly respected profession. This is vitally
necessary r the physical well-being of man, as he enters the computerized
and technolo 'cal age of the future. Because our profession is so valuable
in such areas preventive and rehabilitative medicine, we must insist
that our future p sical educationists be given equal opportunities for
sound academic and r)fessional preparation in the Australian University
with all the other basic and applied disciplines. We have a right and an
obligation to tactfully demiti this, as the writer is certain that our case
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is a valid one. If we present it insistently and with conviction, we should
have littleproblern in gaining All acceptance in the Australian university
iri the very near future.
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Teacitier Education for
Physical Educatioh in

New Zealand
A. S. LEWIS

University of Canterbury,
. New Zealand

-

Tian are two aspects of teacher training concerned with physical, it education in New Zealand that should be examined. Pirstly/ there is-the
professional training of specialist teachers of physical education. This
is provided for at the university level. Secondly, there is the training of
general teachers for primary teaching and of secondary school teachers
with specialization yin other fields *ho are required to have a useful
background of knowledge and skills relating to physical etination require-
ments in the _school curriculum. These /are provided for, at the teachet
college level.. ,t,

There is only one source of university specialist training but a&teacher college provide varied' and possibly increasing degrees . of
specialization and curriculum study. The Education. Department also

plays soine part in teacher training in physical eduCation. ,In a limited
but significantway, so does the New Zealand Association of Hiedtli,
Physical Education and Recreation: The .present situation, therefore, is .rather a complex one that is largely the product of evolution.

Each pf the agencies, concerned with teacher training in physical
.

' education can now be looked at in turn. The present form owes much to
their past as do some of the problems that still beset the profession
generally.

. ,

1. The Education Department .

The National Adviser of:Physical. Education advises the Minister of
Education on physical education matters and administers the Physical
Education, Branch of the Education Department. This comprises assistant
staff-and area advisers.

In-service training courses conducted by area advisers in physical
education are set up locally and courses' are usually of about two days'
duration with about 20 attending. One of the objectives of such courses.
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is to tram what. are known as resource teachers who will take information
back to their schools and have some responsibility for organization and
assistance to other teachers.

'Recruitment to the adviS-ory service is now made from teachers trained
on what is known as a fellowship course which is conducted at Palmerston
North Teachers' College.

2. 'Ceacher College COUrses in Physical Education
for Primary T.eachers

providedTeacher training in physical education is proyided for in the teacher
colleges for primary teachers .(Division A. courses) iii) several course
structures to meet different requirements. Before outlining,these, hoWever,
it should be pointed out that because of the large measure Of autonomy in
the colleges there is variation throughout the country in time allotment and
course content though, basically, the,aim:s, and objectives are the 'same.

,. (a) Syllabus Study This is the basic course for all students training
as primary school teachers. Time alloatici.n may range froln'ass low as
20 hours at Dunedin for the three-year course to as much as 48 holm§ at
Christchurch. 4

.,

-\
,z- ' (b) Selected .),tudy Courses. .Students 'entering Teachers' 'College

select a course of study from. the eight subjects of the school curriculum'
in which they wish to acquire some degree of specialization. !e study-
caurse may be for one, two or three years, according to ability*A4ish to
participate in other selected NEtudy courses. Each level,- therefore, is '-

designed as a complete unit butts progressive through the three years. A .
year's study is divided into two semesters with assignments and examina-
tions in theoretical and, practical work. .,

Approximately one-quarter of the annual intake of students (385 at'
Christchurch) choose physical education as a selected study. About two-
thirds, of these continue with the study at the second year level. 'Only the
best students (approximately 30) are permitted to study the 'unit at the
-tliird-year level. Those who wish may enter for the NZAHPER Asso-
ciate examinations since they have already onered much of the syllabus
requirements for this. -About half the year three selected study group
'do this. ,:.

.. - ..

NI'
Students who have, progressed through the three levels of selected

study in physical education will have had 329 shOiii-s otclass work apart
from their own 'study and reacting This gives tlijw,a, substantial qualifica-
tion in their specialized, field, and will enable therirtd become the resource
teacherS in their schools. A.

3. Teacher College Courses in Physical Education for
.

Secondary Tesehers:,-,.., ' s-... 4. .
. 4

-,-There, are two colleges for secondary teacher educationone at-
_

Auc1cland _and-line at Christchurch. The function of these colleges is to
prezare university graduates (Division C students) for-a teaching career-- ., .

. - hp-means of a one-year course of study. Most of these students were
committed lo .'teaching-on entry to a university by accepting a substantial

--. -
..-, , s . '--.."' - '--- *
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bursary (called students14),vhich 'they...are IfOnderd tO the EduCatio9
Department for the:numbrreof/Years the).-accsii?t the stuaentilliip.

The amount \f .physiciledtication catebe., accompighed with these .,students is often small.... 'Jay 'of eirifear, is taken with periods.-.
of teaching practice; In :schoOls w e many continue : with additional.
university studis for iwhIch. th ve /time off. .ne,teneral aim i /to
provide an introduction to .phY cal education Ativitits in. post-primary
schools and some competence for those who may later wish to.assist with
teaching the suliject cipwith games coaching. A nihor course is conducted
for one term for'font'hours' a week. In this course, students choose three , ..
recreational activities and five 'extra-curricular sports.. A major course . . R.

offered as preparation for teaching in Forms 116. This includes planning 'r.'
Hof schemes of /Work and lesson units aild the development of teaching .skills as well asi, gaining competence inJecreation and sport.: , ' ; ,..... ,An interesting '.iFperinient in teacher education is now being develd)4-.. .....4,

.

at the Christchurch' ernbrating most subjects taught, induct'
1 physical education, 4..sel34-ential pfogramme is outlined which calls fir?,
Z identification of a :stieCifict topic, its relationship to the field of study and

at; under "standing of Vasic..Pritipples. The tdRic analysis leads to useyof!
; acquired knowle ''e, letpitplaniiing and, fit ally, mastery of the topic In '.
4,,t1t'ease of Ohysi '. education, understandint and analysis of skills leads
';to :tea, ching abili ;and die' acquisition of sound background knowledge.4., ....vrather than' mere Aibility,,, to perform.

.\ 1', There are twt sgial groups tat the colleges for secondary teachers.
fa:V.410m Special nrSts are. flrovidedv i.::t'- (a) Division .141co'urse 7;q1chirs. These are university students who

i ate:based at either of the ziwO, colleges for three years during which time
:, '. tli'ey':are expected to hilii/leomt.leted five degree units and the Associate...: .; examinations for` NZAI-igR to qualify for a diploma of teaching. There'It a '-'cestai difficultieV wjlti' this is course.' Students on the course tend to. be: if ' . I 71..-

certain
. . ,,$,kt , o .esSer ability than other - university students, since most are .nqt aiming,1.1 . attTsTompleted degree and 'only a very small number (about 20 in three

** 1 '-, :. yeltS,.`:, ,are- ,altracted.r Tlie Associate examination requires almost , three .\ k 'yearg. to complete anil' failures can hinder the outcome of the course. ItI \':'- ; is Zi
; 7-.; . tio
'I.AVvr1 \ diff

,

4 \eXaMt

krzlist impossible to arrange for a timetable' of study for physical e uca-
iiith students attending university lecture's for/different courses atJ
[iptimeS. . \ .

1.

0,E/2rsof NZA see a,:: injustice in equating the Associate
lens to one scieg'ref; unit but hesitate to claim that the examination

5, 1:-.. on', itA ,tiAti is sufficient qualification for a specialist secondary school'
.`,, ".-, ttaehet, %T he 'Diyision Orained teacher.was intended to become an assis-
4. V''-*" tanfteiclittlinder;heads of departments in schools to_ help overrrme serious
'1:` '',1-et Iihdilitg#,throughbut"the country. Because these shortages are still

.,c:\.""..a. e`k5ye4100 vacancies 'a 'year) it is likely that the Division B trained
',,t'eac eiyilrkk "4ccefited for 'specialist positions. Some physical educationists

\''::t.` (b).Di lajntfa--'1- o ,Physie ai:Edifeation kaduates. There are/this year
fittrN Idir i Aof Irofessional itandatds.. .

alibi# 'o of taOse.; aduate in, edih of the two collyges. Bdiuse they,
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have already studied physical education, howevei, a special course in
this subject is arranged for them. Its purpose is mainly to complete those
aspects of their training where it is thought there may be deficiencies. The
administrators of the cour,se complain about the broken time where
students undertake further university study and about the lack of under-
standing by school principals. The students complain of an unfruitful year
and misuse of, the teaching practice periods in schools. They object to
being treated as "slave labour" because gf staff shortages in schools.
There is obviously a need ,for improvement in this aspect of Division C
teacher training involving diploma graduates of physical education.

.4. The School of Physical Education
Notwithitanding the contributions of other institutions towards

teacher training in physical education, the School of Physical Education at
Otago University, Dunedin, is the only source of prOfessid61 training in
physical education in New Zealand leading to an aiadeinic qualification.
The three-year diploma course has the same admission standards and
students qualify for the same university bursaries as for other university
courses. In a teaching position, the diploma carries the same qualification
grading marks asfoc a first degree.

The minimum' entrance qualification is university entrance with the
exception that any person over 21 years of age may enter a university
provisional on attaining the required standards at the end of a year. Only
a few enter under this ad eunduns provision. Ordinary university entrance
.bursaries provide free tuition to all students.

course has now been operating'for 22 years and there have been
. , many4hantseeto.coUrse structure, especially in the latter half of this nine:

. ioqlrfiligpi.!'flieniSektaittable change has been the opportunity since 1968
lofstudefits to, study selected. topics in depth:by providing options for

-. specialization over more tharibrie.year. :
; 1

F. ...In the three lear course, nse is made of several other university
departments. The 'Departments of BiOcheihistry, Physiology, Anatomy

. and Education, as well as the.School of Home Science and Dental School,
all contribute to the course:-. `. .

As yet no Opportunities exist for post-graduate study. The necessity
_....:`t_ for graduates to go outside the county for this is in some ways an advan-

. t4ge since it produces a steady feed -tack of. fresh ideas:from a great
.V,tariety of sources. '''.1''-:-,.. '': = .

. .. ... ... .. -:., .

Men studet nts must attend the one-yeat-?.(Division C) courses at
.
I.E.ilther Auckland or Christchurch Colleges of Secondary Teaching to 'qualify

:last teachers. Women students may be exempted, thiiiigh about half bf
ttiri elect to attend while others ,may return later on,-fnliteaching salary
'6fm...teaching qualification appears to be necessary, to =ensure gradtiate.
4tlitiii dtdifor graduate study overseas. ... . .. .

4,' 4:clegree course has been discussed and planned since die diploma ..
couist,tikaestablished, but still not agreed upon, though hopefU'lly antici-
pated' within two or three years.

1,. . :..

.
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5. The New Zealand Association of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation

.s

Discussion of institutional courses has already revealed the widespread
use of the NZAHPER Associate examination. Apart from the utilitarian
reasons for sitting the examination, it is also used to advance professional
status. Diploma graduates use the examination as an incentive to continue
study and as an additional qualification. It can scarcely be considered as
a post-graduate qualification though the standard is such that not all
diplonia graduates succeed in 'passing all 'subjects for which they enter.

The Associate examination is a prerequisite for advancement to the
status of Fellow, for Vbich An original thesis must be submitted. To date,
only three people have, advanced to Fellow, though the number of
Associates is growing yearly. CAdidares must be members of theNZAHPER.', . .

Itie Associate course was originally intended as a home study course
and is essentially still of that nature, though teacher colleges are increas-
ingly basing instruction on-the prescribed syllabus. Successful students
aye able to compffie the examinations in just over two years except that
diploma graduates are exempt:from the first year's work (or Stage
subjects). After completing all 'the examination requirements, candidates
afe given an exacting practical examination in.,teaching. skills.

Candidates are required to complete assignments during the yearand are assisted with re4ng lists.: The Association has now accepted
responsibility, for conducts k refresher courses every two years. These
occupy a full week and are ',o4ientated towards preparation for the
Associate examinations.

6. Suinmary and Conclusions
Teacher training in and for physical education in New Zealand

presents a complex picture. Some of the courses have grown out of
earlier provisions for physical education.. With this process of evolution
we have made many satisfactory advances ,but have also inherited many
problems. The-source of many difficulties stems from the attitudes of
administrators in education.

Teacher college courses, already extremely diverse In their .function,
are complicated by the autonomy of the colleges. No two colleges make
the same provision in either time allotment or coverage of subject matter.
There has been some experiment in course structure and some of this is
encouraging. However, there is obviously a need for more collaboration,
not only among the colleges themselves, but with the NZAHPER, whose
main concern should be the preservation and raising of professional
standards: There is a strong danger that the common use of the Associate
examination for purposes other than the adirancement of status, .as was
originally intended, marmanceuvre the Asiociation into the position where
it becomes mofe'an agent for institutional bodies than the professional body
for qualified' physical education teachers.
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In spite of the complicated nature of teacher training
and the seeming conflict of interests at times among the
cerned, there tare reasons for viewing the future with s

mPerhaps the most hopeful sign is the gro4ving sense of pr
physical education teachers. In developing this, the high aca
of the School of Physical Education, the increasing quanti
of research within the country, the widely accepted instituti
NZAHPER Associate examinations and the infiltration of p
tion teachers into teaching and administrative positions of
have all made contributions. This is a situation which can o
reflect beneficially on teacher education.
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"The Challenge of Recreation"
ALFRED COLVIN

Deputy Director,
National Fitness and Recreational Services,

New South Wales, Australia

IT is my task to offer you a 'challenge in 'the field of recreation. By
going back and re-appraising the field of recreation as a whole, I will try
to expose problems within the field of recreation. and challenge yOu to see
a purpo'se for action and new endeayours in recreation.

. As a newcomer to the field of recreation, I find' it difficult to gain a
real 'structure or framework of reference in which to work There seem
to be many definitions and many confusing terms in the field of recreation.
I finch it difficult to differentiate between leisure, sport, athletics, fun,
recreation and many other terms which seem at many times in speech and
print to mean, the same thing. There is a challenge to look for consistency
of definitions within the field of recreation. There is a definite need for

It a common basis in looking at the field of recreation.
Leisure and recreation, for instance, have each been defined in various

waft I am forced to wonder whether leisure is something more than
discretionary time or a time when a person is free to do what he chooses;
I wonder if leisure is not merely a time block, "but a force, which is not
only the germinating 'concept of art, and culture, but a pause during which
a participant gains ,glimpses of values and realities that he ordinarily
misses in everyday life". I wonder whether leisure is the time a person
spends free from his work, apart from that necessary far eating and
sleeping.

Let us consider' the term "recreation". here are two definitions of
recreation. First, recreation embodies those experiences or activities that
people have to engage in during their leisure for the purpose of pleasure,
satisfaction or educatiop. Secondly, recreation is an enjoyable leisure
experience in which the' participant volttntarily engages and from which
he receives immediate satisfaction.

To further confuse the term recreation, there is another term called
"community recreation". Sometimes it appears as an aggregate of con-'
structive, socially aPproved activities and services conducted and sponsored
by tax supported voluntary and commercial agencies and groups of people
within a defined communal area. Out of'-all this there must be some
co ou basis for determining definitions and terms associated with
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recreation. I challenge you as recreationists to provide a more coherent
and co-ordinated structure for introducing people to t11 ,theory and
description of recreation.

Someone said the urgent question of the loth century in this booming
age of leisure l's not "What can 14o,?", but "Who can I be?" We need
to look again at what recreation is doing and where it is going. Other
challenges of the recreational scene can be drawn out and highlighted by
looking at the historical settincr" and development of recreation.

In prifnitive cultures, work, recreation and survival were integrated.
In modern civilization we have organized rather than integrated recreation.
Hemming has suggested that when a large civilization replaces a simple
one,, creativity is %tithed because of impounded conformity.

The challenge, is to elicit creativity from the individual and restore
easy communication between individtials in a civilization that is trying
to over-organize recreation at a local government, State and international
level. It is the individual and, his recreational needs that are important in
recreation, not the ,organization.

The impact of modern technology on society has been to produce, we
believe, a better standard 'of living, but it has also accentuated problems
in the field of recreation. a

1,--7 It has resulted in a greater availability of time for leisure pursuits.
How--fias modern technological society changed to accommodate for an
increase in leisure time? This in itself challenges the recreationist to adapt

_ programmes and facilities to meet the need of urban technological society.
Leisure involving games is conducive to an environment of equality

that is not ordinarily found in work pursuits. This provides an important
regenerative element, for in leisure play the individual "avenges himself
upon reality, but in a positive and creative way". When leisure attains
this active mode the relationships between individuals may be enhanced in
a manner that modern work fails to provide. Leisure can thus express
an educative function in that it gives incentives to perfection. Unfor-
tunately, such motives all too often are corrupted by professionalism in
which the quality of pure play is leached out in order to convert leisure
and play into a form of business. Once this is done, the confrontation of
work and leisure is eliminated and what was once leisure is enveloped by
the same work attitudes that exist elsewhere in society. The activities,
sports, movies, televisionare not leisure even for the spectators who fill
the stadiums simply to engage in an, expenditure of time. worship
replaces the admiration of skill while ,iolence dominates the activity itself.

Our .challenge is to take recreation out of the purely commercial field
so that people can be educated to use it well, and for their own well-being.
We need to counteract the commercial picture of recreation put forward
by the mass media and show people their need for recreation if they wish
to live life to the full.

This brings us to look at the philosophical problems concerned with
the challenge of recreation. If philosophy deals with aims, objectives,
values, programmes and the appraisal of terms, I find little of value in,
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what I have heard or read in the i,field of recreation. There s little
correlation between the aims and objtctives stated by a recreational pro-
gramme and the actual end result. There is a tendency to concentrate on
the skills and forget the purpose behind teaching the skill.

The challenge is to prepare a coherent co-ordinated philosophy of
'recreation. When we plan a programme do we take into account any
view of the "nature of man". Does our view allow, man to be anything
more than a body, something to be condition d to perform a skill. Do we
teach him something that involves his mind r his spirit. Whatever our
view on the "nature. of man" is. or whether it has all or none of the com-
ponents mentioned above, it will determine hat sort of programme we

' will, eventu ly devise.
If cult re depends on the transmission of values to the people within

it, how ca recreation develop or maintain value pattern. I wonder
whether recreation can have a stated value p tern. You can move from
one recreational scene geographically to anot er and feel purposes and
values to be different. Someone suggested th t recreational programmes
in some centres are little more than a substit to for the war urge. We
need to resolve for ourselves the following -types of questions. How do
we inculcate the values in which we or the etriploying authorities believe,
into a recreational programme? Do we ever consider the purpose or value

1 iof our work ? \ Is it important in this age to .o k at value patterns if our
society is changing so rapidly ? an recreation ave a stabilizing influence
or offer cultural benefit to our world as it moves ahead? Are any of the
following aims suggested by Yukic important ,in community recreation?

1. To achieve a quality of leisure activity which sets a level for society
and contributes ultimately toward improvin American living and
civilization.

2. To enrich community living through opikrtunities inr satisfaction
of man's need of fellowship.

3. To allow for individual self-realization in physical well-being,
recognition, prestige, new adventures and emotional outlet.

4. To'enhance human relationships through process of improvement
of social skills, group experiences; and by a refi ement of habits, attitudes
and appreciations. -

s. To promote economic efficiency. Recrea ion may enable an indi-
vidual by providing a physical or mental change from work to work more
effectively. ,,.

How can we see individual recreational needs in the perspective of
large group or community activities? What do you do when you look at
the school situation and find that recreation is treated as a frill rather than
a necessity.? How can the individual be led to discover where their own
specific recreational needs can be met? Where do lyou learn about life-long
sports and activities if they are not introduced as 'part of the school
curriculum?

1

Some of the aspects which seem to be brotkfght out in programmes
are competition, the desire fur excellence, beautiful looking ,organization
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patterns and skills. These factors are important, but too much emphasis
on any one area tends to create problems.

Two other aspects associated with programme planning in our modern
society need to be highlighted. The first dne is concerned with the
education of leaders and the second with research.

The greatest -challenge to recreation at the moment is provision of
,qualified leadership. It amazes `me to see the types of people that are
running recreational programmes, helping or advising people in the field
of recreation. A number of mistakes are being made because highly
skilled professionals are not employing their enthusiastic but untrained
assistants in the right way. Amidst a world lag in the provision of educated
leadership, recreation can do nothing more than provide mediocre pro-
grammes. This situation will continue unless better use is made of the
limited professional resources available and action is taken now to relieve
the shortage by planning for the development of leadership potential.

Many people are trying to give dignity, status and professional values
to recreation without showing evidence of research to support or substan-
tiate 'their position. Recreation is a discipline in that it has a body of
knOwlage of its own, a set of skills to pass, on, and an ever expanding
area of research. Too much emphasis, however, has been placed on physio-
logical aspects of sports and fitness and not enough on the mental, social,
emotional and educational aspects of recreation. Many, of the philosophical
aspects are awaiting research. There .is a demand viithin society, particu-
larly frem industrial groups to prove the worth and need and economic
values of recreation in a society which is supposedly affluent.

Many people in recreation consider their vocation a second-rate
one. They do not seem convinced of the value of their work, they sell
themselves short rather than accept the fact that they are just as impor-
tant, if not more iMportant, .than any other aspect of education for living
in the world of today. We should not need to be convinced of the worth
of our field of endeavour. We need to accept the fact that there
are problems in the field' of recreation yet we need to go beyond this point
to accept the challenge to work for their solution.

We need to take responsibility and act so that recreation may becothe
available and suitable for the needs of everyone. . .

Our greatest challenge is to help people to involve' themselves in
'meaningful, worthwhile, creative recreation.
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RECREATION AND OUTDOOR EDUCATION

"Blueprint for Tomorrow"
GORDON YOUNG

President, Recreation Association of Australia

THE subject "Blueprint for Tomorrow" places me in the role of seer
and prophet. Presumptuous perhaps, but it would be presumptuous indeed
if I did not make it clear that my observation will be confined to recreation
in Australia as I see it in the future.

An adequate definition of recreation has so far escaped me. Lack of
a concise statement may permit the outlining of some aspects of recreation
upon which we may agree. Leisure is a pre-requisite of recreationthe
more abundant the leisure the greater the opportunity for recreation. It
flourishes to best advantage with security and freedom. Liberty to choose
also needs aspW.tion, motivation and application. It can rise to great
heights of achievement, bring satisfactions and joy in the effort. The
pursuit of excellence will require the accrued knowledge of others, deep
absorption and self-imposed discipline: It is also present in the happy
laughter of play. It seems to flourish best in groups, but many individuals
find full expression for latent talents without group contact. It pertains
to all ages. Security, liberty and freedom being present,' recreation may
usher in education at its besta truly aesthetic and social experience.
May I, to help these assumptions, borrow from T. P. Nunn: "upon what
basis does that historic claim to liberty rest if not upon truth, seen darkly
by some, by others clearly envisaged, that freedom for each to conduct

' life's adventure in his own way and to make the best he can of it, is the
one universal ideal sanctioned by nature and approved by reason; the
beckoning gleams of other ideals are but broken lights to this." It seems
to me that in recreation, some of Nunn's beckoning lights come, shining
through for Australia. May I go furtherand again I borrow from Nunn,
continuing his quote: "It offers thd one sure foundation for a brotherhood
of Nations. Dare we take a lower and can we find a higher ideal to be
our . inspiration and guide ?"

The astrologist consults the stars, the .,veather profit his, charts e of
temperatures, pressures, the cloud formationsIby satelliteso I must refer
to the Australian economic and social climate which I find very propitious
to recreation and about to cross our moving screen.

. We are on the threshold of great affluence.
We have an aliundance of new leisure.
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We enjoy a high standard of living; equally shared.
Twelve million population offers equality of opportunity.
A ferment of ideas, cultures, in progress with the influx of migrating
peoples from many lands.
A recency. of civilized history, few inhibitions imposed by tradition.
A nation which prides itself on its vigdur, and with a love of sport
a part of its culture.

There is a' vacuum in regard, to organized recreation outside of our
considerable experience in sport. Conservation, pollution, are now matters
of public conscience. National parks, public recreation space are well
implanted with planners and advisers at all levels of government. There
is a proliferation of clubs : grog clubs, sports clubs, service clubs, youth
clubs, senior citizens' clubs. Recreation is happening at the local level
which is as it should be, but in my view there should be more State and
national -involvement soon.

The ICHPER Confess may help to polarize these unrelated activities
and lead to a clarification of our recreation guidelines. The APEA is
our strongest ally in recreation associated action. We would hope that
the Australian Recreation Assodiation can knit together the many and
varied 1,organizations interested in this field. The Association aims to
improve communication, provide services, gather resource material, tech-
nical information including facilities, and generally promote recreation in
Australia. *In my blueprint for the future I see associated and related
action as basic to success. We would hope that we can 'bring our best
minds and all accrued experience into this associationthat there is a
place for all interested groups and persons. Inasmuch as the field is so
vast, we have created divisions which include professional training and
employment ; groupslocal authorities, clubs ; educationschools, colleges
and ujiiversities; recreation therapy ; conservation and parks ; camps and
camping ; tourism, business and commerce.

The Association was constituted in 1967. It has, at present, one
hundred members. We are in the process of 'a membership drive and
the target in 1970 is t,o0o.

Professignal Training
There are a number of training courses operating in various areas

including group work, youth workers, social service. The only Diploma of
Recreation Courst operates under the authority of the Minister for
Education and Science at the National Fitness Centre, Narrabeen. The
student enrolment is about 200. The first to diplomas have been granted
and we expect this total to exceed 18 in 197o. Mr. Butt expressed my
blueprint for the future excellently in our group session yesterdaya
school for specific purposes as an autonomous college of advanced educa-
tion, granting diplomas and, later,- degrees in recreation and possibly
physical education. We would hope to develop a three-year course, but
we would continue the present four weeks' intensive courses termed
"sandwich courses", to provide for fining for those already employed.
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Accreditation with -colleges and universities granting degrees is being
negotiated fQr specialization in fields requiring advanced training.

Staff ,and students from Sabah, Ceylon, Hong Kong, China, japan,
New.Zealand, the United States, Canada and Thailand have participated
in our recreation training. My blueprint . an international college with
student and staff exiliangesa peace corps of recreation experts.

Groups
Local authorities, Departments of Education, National Fitness Coun-

cils, youth organizations, community centresto mention some of the
organized fields of recreationconstitute the major field of placement of
trained recreation staff. In my bltTprint for tomorrow, I would see the
continuance of voluntary leadership, with available training to suit their
specific interests, but the emergence of full-time career employment with
appropriate professional training. Melbourne, .Sydney, Willoughby,
Kuring-gai, Warringah, Tasmania, Queenslandto name only a few

,. have recreation officers, and Organizations such as the YMCA have had
employed staff for many.years. foresee, within % decade, over t,o00 such
persons in full -time employment.

Education
Universities and collegesalmost without e xception conduct student

recreation programmes consisting mainly of sports, but of recent date
new recreation activities and improved facilities have made their Alppear-
ance. The schools, particularly the secondary schools, have become
increasingly aware of the need to prepare the students for a recreation
experience in later community life and student club programmes are no.
longer rare. In my blueprint I see a related programme of health, physical
education and recreation operating in and out of school time with an
adequate trained staff. Further, I see no major difficulty in conducting
recreation programmes for community groups using the school facilities
we have been doing this for some years with no major problems. If I had
my way I would begin to plan the schools for this future school- community
use as a major community recreation resource. I Kaye always been
disturbed at the hours wasted and economic loss during evenings,_ weekends
and vacations when these costly facilities provided by the public are closed.
The Department of Education, N.S.W., has a recreation staff employed
in a variety of educational fields.

Recreation Therapy
The upsurge of interest in ,fitness has resulted,. in part, from the

alarming ,increase in cardiovascular disease. This has produced a public
awareness of the importance of physical recreation. Jogging clubs have
appeared almost spontaneously, recreation facilities proliferate in regis-
tered clubs and health studios. are commonplace. Local authorities take
pride in the recreation opportunities they have made, availablecommunity'
centres, pools, parks are well to the fore in town planning and new housing
developments. This recreation mass therapy continues to expand.
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The use of recreation as a method of therapy is welt established in
specific fields: psychiatric hospitals now have recreation Officers; we have
heard hqw sports medicine assists in fitness conditioning ; the social misfits
of childwelfare and the prisons are assisted back into society through
recreation one if our speakers has mentioned progranues for the
handicapped. ',.

Conservation and Parks
Commonwealth and State Governments, in recent years, have made

vast land provision for national parks. Since the War we have overcome
many of the deficiencies in our parklands. Increased' eisure and improved
roads make the of further park development apparent. We have park
administrators, rangers, forestry and maintenance staff, fire protection,
but, as yet, few recreation staff to bring to the public the full potential of
these recreation areas. In my blueprint I can foresee a large field for
employment and training of such staff.

i
Camps and Camping ,

Camping in permanent camps for the school age is well established
in all States. In N.S.W. about one in every four shool children experience
school camping in National Fitness camps. We have not, as yet, embarked
on family camping, although many youth .organizations have established
their own camps. Commercial camping is limited to snow areas and
caravan parks; but planning is proceeding for recreation travel camps.

t
Tourism

The Director of Tourism yesterday indicated the billions of dollars
being expended on travel at the present time. It has become the world's
biggest business. In itself it is a form of recreation, but ttie relationship
of travel witil the popular recreations of the country had" mutual benefits.
My blueprint includes highly specialized recreation consultants, organizers,
guides.

International Role of Recreation
, May I return to my earlier quote: "It offers the one sure foundation

for a brotherhood of nations." Dare we take a lower and can we find a
higher ideal to be our recreation inspiration- guide?
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1 he Development of

utdoor Pursuits Lentres,
under the Control of

Education Authorities
*6

HERBERT W. P. WRIGHT

Senior Adviser for Physicatgduration,
West Bromwich, England

. c.7 e
SINCE World -War II there has been a vast.igfirease in the deAlop-

f". meat of outdoor' pursuits within what we now recognize' as the field of
physical education. Motintaineering, canoeing, sailing, underwater swim-
ming, caving, camping and ski-ing, orienteering and pony 'trekking art

`the main pursuits from vthich the basic programiues of work in outdoor
pursuits centres are selected.4

Evetl-rhefore 1939 some education authorities had started camping in
areas well ;away from 'their own 'localities. Initially, most of these
authorities used their camps to provide cheap fotms of holidays for children
who, at that time, tacked opportunities in their honies for going on holiday.
In my authority, which is pa'rt of a highly industtialized,,region, this was
certainly true, but gradually the camps were used increasingly as

,this

for teaching the basic skills of %Env crafts needed for life in any large
standing camp." Schocils arrange sl programmes to meet their own needs
mil, although there Was an emPhasis on the study of the locality, from.
historical, geographical and nature study points of view, some light-weight
expedition work from Ithe base camp was begun. Since' the authOrity's
camp was in a mountainous areathii wag fortuitous rather than plan-
nedit was impertative that; the teachers talciiig children to camp should

et have courses not only in' camp craft but also in mountaineering. This was .
the least:That could be doircio ensure that the safety regulations normally
imposed in the 1950/51 period were understood and that the courses in
mountaineering, were sponsored. by the Education Authority: Annual
mountaineering courses were organized by my authority for seven years

(-prior to the purchase or a building in they, Snowdonia National Park in ,

:r958.\
Before this date only olie local Education Authority outdoor 'pursuit

centre' had been established in Britain. In a survey of centres published
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, earlier this year by. my professional Assodiation, the BAOLPE, it is shown
that there are now 36 outdoor pursuits centres in existence' in Great
Britain, of which 19 are run by education authorities. Although I am sure
that you will ,readily appreciate the worth of this work, I would like to
underline what I :consider to be the chief values.

As .,1. Living together in any residential centre is in itself of great educa-
tional value. This opportunity is usually not available for most children.
In an outdoor -pursuit centre children live and work with a partner or
with a small group and the responsibility for organization is \try much
on them. . .4

I.
4. Such centres provide an enlargement ofopportunity which can be

of value to an individual when a choice of leisure activity is made. Children
receive encouragement to carry on with outdoor pursuits and are given
information oil how they are able to do so when they leave school

-
3. The children get the_opportunity to learn sound, safe methods from

members of stiff whb are enthusiastic and highly qualified.
4. We-all realize that our Modern environment shelters us from many

hardships. It is my belief that, providing the best equipment is available,
and proper safety precaution's are taken, children should experience some
hardships, for example, drenching rain, intense cold, intense,heat (a little
difficult in the Unitedlingdom); .inky darkness, solitudeAland (the fast
disappearing), silence. ----- ,.....-i:<-"-:- . . ,

' Children should he awareAikthere are long_ horizons of the impiii-
tance of attributes such as punctuality, of *ills like accuracy with map and

14 compass, and what I call "retfoSpectire enj4rnepr.-The key note is that
the activity should be satisfying-ei,1 the difficulties to be faced in--,. :-..,, .
doing it. & ------, -----....,. -:,:_ -7:-=-.-- -...,

What of the future?? there..314--gradual tendency to move,:way from
regarding mountahis, lakes and rivers a s_lisefiConly-forthysical education.
Field studies are playing a great paf in the ,cirr*luin of outdoor
centres and there is a greater ernphasi the study of the environment,
It is now recognized thit there are various planes- Or leveli_of adi lelt.!ne-.
Although physical conquests ofttn still rb,vide--thk..gieittelliallenges
thereohould be Opportunities to use a camera,:lo_st-tidy,theioc_ks;:the
i vin hings a round u &Iehistory of the .area in

...w
hia entre-take

ocated. - '' __ .
There has also been a move to Ards a more intensive study. of safety--

factors. atiitres have been iiiihe forefront of experimentation and their
work'has7influenced the attitudes now taken by FespOnsible natio al,
organizations whose example is emulated in turn_ti all those who consider
themselves to be devotees of outdoor pursuits. There will undoubtedly be
continued expansion of facilities for outdoor pursuits which will maintain
the high standards set by those already working:

Someone once said: "Only, when people are in extreira.y, and realize
that they are so, are they likely to act ;on fundamental advice for their
salvation." Local Educition Authority centres in the United Kingdom are
playing a great part in helping people to realize that this is.=the wrong
emphasis for -outdoor pursuits in an educational context:
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1.

Reeent Developments of
Outdoor Education and

Outing Activities in Japan

r:

SHINSHIRO EBASHI

- Associate Professor,
School of. Education,

University of Tokyo,. Japan

1. 'Definition of Termi
I HAD an opportunity to make a report on the worldwide surV,ey on

outdoor education at the nth ICHPER Conference, Dublin/ Iretand, in
1968. On this survey I found so many, terms related to outdoor edUcation
were used in each country: besides a term ofroutdoor educations such terms
as outing,, activitror outdoor activity, outdoor pursuit, school camping,
adventure training and educatidn in the fresh air, etc. In my- country, a
term of outing activities is more popular than outdoor education.

In my country, this outing activity is defined as follows: "Outing
activities are those which are carried out in natural environment to

. appreciate, understand and love nature ; such activities as hiking, cycling,
camping, orienteering, mountain climbing fishing, boating, canoeing,
yachting, ski-ing and ice skating are included."

The following objectives will be achieved through these activities.
(I) To master basic skills related to these outing activities and to

improve physical fitness and to foster attitudes towards healthful and
safe living through participating in these activities.

(2) To _promote profound understanding of nature, to understand the
importance of.conserving nature and to make every effort toward conserv-
ing our natural environment.

(3) To foster social characteristics such as cooperation, leadership,
obedience, initiative and self-control, etc., through participation in
outing activities. -

The Japanese mean of outing activities is closely related to physical
activities which are practis in the natural setting. However, when we
go camping vm include many pes of activities such as cooking, arts an
crafts, ,singing, sketching, poem writing, reading, as well as various types
*f games and sports, so it is not appropriate that outing activity should

; .
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;,1 include physical activity only. Outing activities include various kinds of
pursuits which are carried out in a natural setting as well as physical
activities in the natural environment: it is an inclusive term.

On the other hand, outdoor education is a rather new concept in the
field of education in Japan. In a broad sense it is defined "to utilize out-
doors for education" or "a means of curriculum enrichment through
experiences in and for the outdoors". It is not a subject, but it is a method
of education utilizing outdoors or natural environment foi- thieving educa-
tional goals. It relates every subject in the school_ programme.

In this sense, outing activities are subject matter in outdoor education;
in other words, outdoor education can utilize various activities as its
content. The relationship between outdoor education and outing activities
is the same as the relationship between physical education and sports. As
you know, various kinds of sports are the subject matter, of physical
education.

2.
- ,

Brief Historical Development of Outdoor Education in Japan
Of 'Course, camping has been held before World War II by YMCA,

YWCA, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts and other yoqth organizations; however,
remarkable development has been made after World War II through
Government support. as well as efforts by the schools and various voluntary
organizations. The first guide book on camping for youth was published
in 1953 by the Ministry of Education. It was the first book which was
published by the -Government Office suggesting guidelines for organized
camping fo4 youth, and in 1955, the, Ministry of Education began sub-
sidizing the, local, boaikl of education for the promotion of organized
camping in every prefecture. The books "Guide for Educational Camp"
and "Safety Procedure of Outing Activities" were published by the
Ministry of Education in 1956.

In the enactment of the Sport Promotion Law in 1961, outing activities
as well as sports are further emphasized by the Oovernment. The following
article is included in the law.

"In. order to popularize and encourage such outdoor activities as
hiking? cycling, camping and,. other activities performed for sound develop-
ment of mind and body, the State and local public agencies shall endeavour
to take necessary steps, such as constructing trails and establishing camp
sites." Since then, further development of outing activities has been
made and the Government has started new steps for giving subsidies of
20 million yen for the construction of outdoor education centres by the
local Board of Education. For example, Shizuoka Prefectural Outdoor
Education Center, located at theJoot of Mt. Fuji, was the first one.

3. Recent Trends
(I) Programme a

Thrqugh these efforts, the number of schools which prepate outdoor
education programmes is increasing every year. Most of these programmes
are not, sufficient from the viewpoint of overall outdoor education objec:
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ives, however, the content of the programmes s improving every year.
- I would like to share a,few examples with yoU:

4 (a) High Schools Programme in Nagana" Prefecture.It has been
held for several years,-however, it was not a required programme for all
students. To ensure participation of all students and to make the pro-

mo, gramme more meaningful, new policy is established as follows:
. -"loth Grade Experience of Outdoor Living.

tith Grade Experience of Outdoor Living.
tath Grade Mountain' Climbing.
Main activities which are offered in this outdoor living are as follows:
Lecture by the schoqi principal; .

Activities: outdoor cooking, games -and sports, singing, sketch, arts
and crafts, hiking and camp fire. , . --.

, Thgse- rp mgrames were planned and Carried out by the cooperative
.

effort ni;the physical education teacher, music teacher and arts and crafts
teacher;ki.,Well as home-room teacher. The following observations or.
cow-trnOnWvere pointed out: .

, .

,

''': V I;;Atis and objectives of this programme were defined more clearly
- .-diati Wore. and meaningful experiences were provided compared with

qui (meinr...programme which was conducted on the free choice basis.
,--. .

2. Further understanding among the students and between teacher
"--. .and students was achieved. .-. . ..

3. Delightful outdoor living experiences were de/dopeg by the
-cooperative effort :of teacher and students:

4- ,Various types f activities were Presented. /',

5.OufcloOr livin experiences were -a-greaf exp ence in the natural
- environment and -further understanding of stature as: achieved..

*dents paid 2 ,1 iso yen for three days' out or living..pxperiences.

-, ..
4. .Leadership Training C.:Imp , in n .-,rnnio High School -
in Aomori Prefect re

.'In Yokohama town, Aomori Prefect e, northern part:-df Japan, ,- :.-. .

. :.- -- ,.. -:
.

a junior leader training camp is sponsored the local Board of-

from 4th -grade to 8th-grade
town. This leader training camp is car' d on a free choice basis; however,

in

There are two junir high schools and our elementary:, schools in. this ..
t.

The objectives of this camp are s follows : _

ildren all participate _in, this camp. __...,-;,......

-.
. - r......-t7...:i..."

1.-To foster 1 dership ability among the children. ..*
2: To learn nd understart iridividual roles and _responsibilities ..7

through group living in the outd ors: '., , -.:-.-.--::::

3. To have a ew. and cre we experience in the natural environment. -_-.7;:;;--;

4. To appreci to and un erstand' nature and the, importance of con-. --- ..

serving nature.
5. To develo, sound find and healthy body through participating in ....2......:::.

outdoor living. :. ,
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This junior leader training camp is carried on in the'primitive camp
site which has a small stream. It is located (Our kilometres from the town,
and is easy to reach. Contents of the programme are as follows:

Lecture: Why do we go to camp? How to find a camp site and set
up tent. Camp food and Way of Cooking.,

Group singing, folk dancing, hiking to the ,Eboshi Mt.
(508 m.), camp crafts and outdoor cooking, low organized sports.

- and games, nature study, social studies and camp fire..
Though the camp is only for two nights and three days, children get

new and exciting eyiperiences with trained leaders in the primitive type
off.outdoor living.

Besides the school-planned programme, several outdoor education
centres which, are established by the prefectural Board of Education are
now providing basic or common programmes and facilitating utilization of
these facilities for the schools. -For example, Nara Prefectural Outing'
Activities Centre, which was established in 1969, prepares_a guide book
for school teachers. This guide book explains how to utilize this centre
for a meaningful outdoor education programme. Contents are as,follows:

1. Preliminary planning.
2. Geographidl and historical explanation in and around the centre:
3. How to utilize this centre:

-basic daily procedure,
morning assembly and evening assembly,
dining rooms,.toilets, lodging facilities, etc.,
safety and service activities.

4. Camping activity.
5. Outing activity.'
6. Other outdoor education programmes.
7. Indoor facilitiesior outdoor education.
8. First aid and safety procedures.
9. Others.
Though each school which wants to use this centre may develop its

own, outdoor education programme, this guide book makes it easier to'
plaii-the *gramme.

(2) Leadership
As h,me.ntioned at the fah ICHPER Congress, Vancouver, 1967,

filmy is stilt .only university which offers an outdoor education course
for major. saclents-,-that is the Department of Outing Activity, School
of Health arid Physical Education, Tokyo University of Education. How-
ever, the number of universities which require an outing activities course
for physical education major.students is increasing.

At the same time, in-service training courses for outdoor education
are more emphasized by the Ministry of Education. For example, the
Sports Section, Bureau- ,of Physical Education, Ministry of Education,
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sponors a short training course for outdoor education for five days
every year: Contents of this short training course are as follows

Lecture: Aims and objectives of outdoor educatior;
How, to plan and develop the programme in relation to

the school programme;
Health and safety in outdoor living;
Nature study and conservation.

Activities: Hiking, camping, orienteering, outdoor cooking, singing
and camp fire, etc.

About 250 teachers and youth leaders participated in this cou'rse
which was held at the Asagiri- Highland Outdoor Education Center,
Shizuoka grefecture and divided into three groups such as camping;
cycling and hosteling in this year.

Moreover, every prefectural board of education sponsor's a short
training course for outdoor education for three days utilizing participants
of the central short training course which was mentioned before as leaders,
with cooperation of officials of the local Board of Education.

(3) Facilities
According to the recent survey on the sports and physical education

facilities in 1969 by the Ministry of Education, the number of camping
sites is 1,275. This is an increase of about too since 1965.

Number of Camp Sites in 1969
Established by the public agencies 624

semi-public 154
commercial 351
others ... 128

Total )... 1,257

Great developments have been made in establishing comprehensive
outdoor education centres in several prefectures and big cities. I have
already mentioned the Osaka Prefectural Outdoor Education Centre and
Hyogo Prefectural Outdoor Education Centre. After this, a new outdoor
education centre was established .in Nagasaki Prefecture, Nara Prefecture
and Shizuoka Prefecture. These centres have a camping ground, sports
field as well as a main administration building which has an office, dining
room, meeting room, aisembly hall, lodging facilities,with accommodation
for about 200. However, there are such great demands for these types of
facilities in each prefecture that every school cannot use these facilities

And they can stay only two nights and three days.
For encouraging the establishment of these types of outdoor education

centres, the Ministry of Education gives subsidies every year. Although
the amount is not sufficient, it does stimulate further develdpment of
outdoor education throughout. the country and each prefecture is now
trying to provide well planned and equipped outdoor education centres
with trained readers:
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5. Conclusion
As I mentioned before, outdoor education is a rather new field, so

there are many things to do and we are facing various problems. How-
ever, I personally feel it is very important to promote outdoor education
in the age of indinitialization, urbanization and the age of public nuisance
and hazards. It is-the time to conserve nature and utilize nature effectively
for human beings. Specialization is going on in the field of science, even
in the field of physical education. It is a natural phenomenon. However,
generaliiation is also necessary in the field of education. Outdoor education
is a method of education trying to approach the human beings as a whole
based on the scientific facts.

I feel very happy that I could exchange ideas, information and resource r.

materials concerning outdoor education on this great occasion of the
ICHPER Congress.

1
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is
INNOVATIVD EXPERIENCES

"Providing . I ii.ovation
Experiences Through

Evaluation of Individual
and Group Progress"

As JEAN TALLMAN

Director of Women's Physical Education,
Davis and Elkins. College,

MY portion of today's programme is concerned with developments in
the area of evaluation in the United States.

It is generally recognized by health and physical educators in the
United States today that evaluation is an essential part of good programme
development. They know that if they are to achieve the objectives that
have been set-forth by their profession that they must- be -skilled in the
use of a variety of instruments, techniques and methods of evaluation. The
responsible educator, therefore, finds himself engaged in a continuous
process of evaluation, utilizing tht tools of measurement for many reasons.

In addition to the traditional use of measurement for grading purposes,
usually by determining progress, we are also commonly using it for such
vital purposes as (J) determining the needs of individuals and of groups,
(2), classification of individuals, (3) assisting in the determination of
strengths and weaknesses in materials, methods and teaching procedures,
(4) motivation bf students, and (5) evaluation of the outcomes of physical
education in the light of our stated objectives.

I might interject at this point that the objectives of physical education
the United States are commonly considered to be: (I) Development of

physical fitness and organic efficiency, (2) Neuromuscular or skill develop-
ment, (3) Interpretive development (including knowledges and under-
standing), and (4) Social and emotional development.

Instruments have been developed which attempt to measure outcomes
for each of these areas, It is not possible in our time allotment this after-
noon to even begin to discuss all of these devices. There are, however,
several good texts and bibliographies available' in the United States which
interested persons may consult for listings and descriptions of evaluation
instruments in health and physical education. In addition, the American
Association for Health, Physpical Education and Recreation attempts to
make its members and all interested'persons aware of development in this
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field through publications such as this one listing Evaluation Instruments
in Health Education and through annual listings of completed research in
health, ,physical education a-rid recreation. Physical educators have also
sometimes found instruments developed by other disciplines such as
psychology dad sociology to be useful in measuring certain outcomes. It
is the responsibility of the prospective evaluator to be 'certain that the
techniquiovhich he employs is that which is most suitable for the intended
purpose.

With this in mind, I would like to share a few recent developments
in measurement and evaluation in the United ,States. In the 1950's,
educators in the United States became quite concerned over the results of
the Kraus-Weber tests which..seemed to indicate a lack of physical fitness
on the part of American children when compared With European children.
As a.xesult, President Eisenhower *established the President's Council
on Youth Fitness, and in 1958 thg AAHPER youth' fitness test was
developed with national norms for 'boys and girls in grades 5-12. This
test was revised ihp'965 and new national norms were established at this
time. It is of special interest because it represents the first attempt by
the physical education profession in the United States to establish nationat
norms. The AAHPER, youth fitness test receives wide publicity through
the various- news media, and it is possibly, used more than any other test
battery by physical educators in ofir,country.

The special committee who selected the test items was guided by the
following criteria: the tests should be reasonably faniiliar ; the tests_should
require little or no equipment: the tests could be administered to the
entire age range of grades 5-12; the tests should measure different com-
ponents of fitness; and, with the exception of pull-ups, the tests could be
given to both boys and girls. The items which comprise this test battery
include: pull-ups (for boys), flexed-arm.hang (for girls), sit-ups, shuttle-
run, standing. broad jump, fifty-yard dash,,. softball throw for distance,
and the 6op-.yard run-walk. Since this battery includes abilities which
underlie motor performance, but are not essential for basic physical fitness,
it might be classified as a measure of motor fitness.

Many good sport skills tests have been developed in the United
- States ;, however, there has appeacCd to be a need for nationally stan-
dardized tests to remedy what some persons have regarded as a weakness
in the field of physical education. Accordingly, in 1959, the American
Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation initiated an
ambitious project to develop standards for all of the sport activities which
are included in programmes of physical education. The AAHPER
Research Council decided to first establish tests and ,norms for 15 4f the
sports most 'frequently found in school physical 'education programmes.
Following careful. research and preparation, the skills test manual for
the .first activity was published in 1965. Since that time. work on six
more batteries of rests has been completed and the appropriate test manuals
published. These include American football, basketball for boys, basketball
for girls, softball for boyg, softball for girls, archery and volleyball.

It is of interest to note briefly the criteria which -are being applied in
the ,dev_elopment of tHese test ,batteries. First, in relation to validity, the
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tests are designed to be as nearly identical to the skills being measured as
possible. They are intended to measure performance level rather than to
predict potential ability for the specific sport. Preference is given to a
test which is a method of practising the skill. In this way the student can
practise a skill and be tested on it at the 'Same time. Instructions for
administering the test must be clear, and it should have-no unusual require-
ments as to equipment, space, time, money or leadership. Other criteria
relate to reliability, variability, scoring and the control of, extraneous
influences.

Thussfar, more than a million scores have been used in establishing
the percentile tables. It is the plan of the AssoCiation to publish the appro-
priate skills test manual as the norms are completed for each particular
sport. These manuals are being favourably received by the physical
education profession, and it is felt that they will-. be a positive factor
in improving teaching; in the greater motivation of students, and in more
effective evaluation of skill performance.

Still another project of our national association has been a two-fold
pioneer effort: (I) to define and set down the body of knowledge in
physical' ducation, and (2) to provide a basis for evaluation of knowledge
and understandings in physical education through, the construction of
written standardized tests. This effort, known as the Physical Education
Knowledge Test Project, has resulted in the preparation and publidation
during the past year ,of the manual on Knowledge and Understandings in
Physical, Education.

We should remember that one of the primary purposes of this book
is -t6 serve as the basis for instruction in preparation for written tests
in physical education. The preparation of these AAHPER cooperative

'physical education' tests has been placed in the hands of the widely
respected Educational .Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey. It is
planned 'that there will be two final forms fdr grades 4, 5, 6; two for
grades 7, 8, 9; and. two kir grades To, i z, 12. Plans are for the tests to
consist of approximately 5o items, with each item having four multiple-
choice _options. The testing time is to be 35-40 minutes. Norming editions
of the proposed tests have been given, and -it is anticipated that these
tests in final form will soon be available for use with standardized tests
from other areas of the school curriculum,:

Needless to sax, the complexity and magnitude of developing instru- art;
ments of this type has demanded contributions and cooperation from many,
many dedicated members of our profession who believe in the importance
of responsible evaluation.

Turning now froin these significant national projects, there are a
number of other areas which are receiving special attention from health
and physical educators. As we all know, a. field which is attracting much
interest at the present time is that of perceptual-motor efficiency.
Edticators and researchers are in general'agreement that a significant
number of children have learning disabilities stemming from a variety of
causes, but with one thing in commonthis is a discrepancy between what
would' seem to be their educational capacity and their actual functional
level, especially in regard to reading and language disorders.
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In an attempt to help these individuals, some persons are attempting
to use movement as a therapeutic agent for these exceptional children. In
some instances claims have been made for certain structured movement
programmes involving activities such as crawling and cross-patterning or'
other types of activities which are qffite controversial. Several theories'
have emerged, however, which do seem to suggest that aiding the child in
the development of better movement .patterns may assist in remedying
other educational deficiencies. All ,theories, even though unconventional,
should be explored. We are fortunate that we have persons such as Mrs.

heppard here in AustrNklia who are doing just this.
At any rate, it is the'belief of many physical educators that an attempt

to improve the perceptual-motor capacities of children through certain
movement experiences will play an important role in education in the
future. Accordingly, some researchers in the United Slates have attempted
to develop norms for performance levels to which an individuarthild's
performance may be compared. An evaluation may thus be made of a child
who is suspected of possessing various perceptual-motor problems, and
his performance may be rated according to what normally might be
expected as a child matures. Interested persons may wish to examine
the norms and the Six-Category Gross Motor Test for this t,pe evaluation
whicli are presented by Bryant J. Cratty in his book, "Perceptual-Motor
Behaviour and Educational Processes", as well as in the recent publication,
"Perceptual-Motor' Efficiency in Children" by Cratty and Sister Margaret
Mary Martin.

Many researchers today operate under the maxim that "if it exists,
it can be measured". It is obvious, however, that some 'qualities seem to
lend themselves to more accurate measurement than do others. The
physical educator will flivbably never be able to completely, divorce
himself from subjective evaluation. For example, in sports no objective
test has been devised which measures all of the factors involved in actual
competition. Our profession, however, has an obligation to continue the
progress in evaluation which has been made in recent years. Much remains
to be done. New instruments need to be devised and others up-dated.
Problems resulting from increased overcrowding, mechanization and the
tempo of modern living will need more research and improved methods
of evaluation .°

Last year ICHPER published the report entitled "Physical Ed -cation
in the School Curriculum". This study provides an overview of the
school physical education programmes provided. for boys and girls, in
8i countries around the world. If these programmes are to read? their
full fruition, it is essential that appropriate evaluation methods be 'developed
and used to determine the extent to which the programmer are fulfilling
the stated objectives of the various countries.

The future for health,, ph4sical etducation and recreation is bright.
It seems safe to predict, however, that their continued growth and effective-
ness will e closely allied wish the willingness of the professions to properly
utilize a d refine existing means of evaluation and to continue to scien-
'ficall develop others.
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Micro TeachingA.Pilot
Programme

FRANK R. "JORDAN

Lecturer in Physical Education,
Sydney' Teachers' College, Australia

IntroductiOn s

The preparation of teacher trainees for the activity of teaching has
been regarded by some as a pious hope rather than an achievable reality.
The failure of psychological'theory to provide adequate. models of instruc-
tion has supported the ,"disenchantnient. As a result, recent studies of
teaching have turned from models, based on learning or thinking to
teaching behaviour itself. Micro' teaching a training method which
adopts this approach and extends it to a simple and direct application.

The purpose in this paper 'is to first present the concept of micro
teaching, add _then to describe_ and evaluate a programme which applies
its basic "principles to pre-service training in physical education.

Thee:-Micro Teaching\ Concept
Micro teaching,is a technique which provides 'teachers with situations

where complexities of the typical classroom are reduced. It aims throUgh
this simplification and through the provision of imdiate information on
performance to gradually induct the student 't her into the macro
teaching situation.

Teaching is simplified by reducing tclass size, lesson duration and by
narrowing the scope of the lesson. For example, a student teacher may
instruct four or five pupils for about five minutes, concentrating oh a
specific skill or technique. -Immediate information or "feedback" is pro-
vided from any of the following : supervisoiy comment, comment of
fellow students, ,the student's own recollections or by a video-tape replay'
of the lessons. F6,Frt5vi1g the feedback period, the; student reteaches the
lesson with a different set of pupils.

The rationale of Micro teaching appeari.to,rest on a paAicular concept-
of the nature of teaching, supported by the viewpoint held by Nathaniel
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Gage. To Gage "If everything a teacher does qua teaching is teaching, then
teaching consists of many kinds of activity".* Hence "Teaching" "can
be analysed according to the kinds of activities in which a teacher is
engaged".t It is their central assumption that the identification, isolation
and development of a variety of individual skills considerably assists and
accelerates the development of the beginning teacher's expertise in the
whole class situation, for in this situation he can call on any of these skills
when the occasion demands.

While the purpose of this paper is not to critically discuss the concept
of micro teaching, some issue shtiuld be raised. Firstly, not everyone would
see "teaching" as so simply divisible; some may well regard the end
(product behaviours of successful teaching as far too complex or, indeed,
unknown, so that they cannot be spejfied. In such a, view, the individu
is expected to-I transfer his ]earnings from a variety of related areas fo
the performance of teaching behaviour. Secondly, emphasis is placed on
directly observable behaviours. The analysis then is clearly descriptive
and not psychologicatt.

the [earner's ca ad
Finally, t .e hment of a skill in isolation by no means guarantees

rity to elicit that skill in the complex situation. It
would ajpear that two capacities need*to be developed: the first is the
skill itself, the second the capacity to make decisions as to when the skill
Will be applied:, If we follow Smith's° contention that teaching behaviour
is "reactive" and 'often extemporaneous this_isurely a point which
becomes critical.

The Pilot Programme of Graded Teaching EXperiences

A pilot programme applying 'micro teaching principles to the physidal
education situation was carried out in the first months of 1970 at Sydney
Teachers' College. The, Sydney Teachers' College condUcts a three-year
course leading to the Diploma of ,Physical Education in which 'a pattern
of student teaching is based on two or three block periods (of about One
month each) in every year of the course.

In these periods, students take over whole classes and conduct leis*
of the normal duration. The .first-year students encounter this situation
in the fourth month of their college career. Preparation for this practice
period is provided through lectures" on method, practical lectures on
primary and infants' school programme content and observations of typical
physical education lessons at the Haberfield Demonstration School.,

For a number of reasons it was decided to construct, apply and
evaluate a scheme through which students' exposure to the actual complex
teaching situation would be less abrupt and potentially traumatic. The
group chosen was the 1970 first-year group consisting of twenty females
and seventeen males, the majority of whom had quite recently graduated
from high-school.

Nathaniel Gage, "Theories of reaching",4Chapter XI of "Theories of Learning and Instnsc-
tion", ed. E. R. Hilgard (Univ. of Chicago Press, 1964), p. 275.

tD. W. Allen and K. Ryan, "Micro Teaching" (Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing
CO., 1969,), p. 14.
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The Aim of the Study and its Research Nature
The major aim. of the study- was to devise and apply a programme

through which students would be provided with a structured sequence of
graded teaching experiences culminating in `the fully complex teaching
situation.

. .
Upon the implementation of the programme an attemp

discover, which variables within it were significant and
relationship existed between. them. It is therefore stressed
was by no means intended as experimental. Indeed, folio\
and-Katz' the research involved may best he described as
of the' exploratory type.

as made to
whether any
at the study
ng Festinger
"field study"

The Programme
'The programme had two main elements: the first was a micro teaching

schedule using the conventional components of this technique but with
modifica. tiCitts applicable to the physical education situation. The second
element was the June practice teaching session in which thenoimal
procedure was'adjusted -so that whole lessons were taught but Id classes
Of variable size. The combination of these two .elements represented the

'attempt to structure the student's initial exposure, to teaching in a sequen-
tial amigtaded form. . =

--,4he Micro beaching, Schedule
The construction of a micro teaching schedule consisting, f sequence

of teaching whits 'was the first task. Each unit was composes %of a nanber
of skills regarded as necessary for the beginning. teache of physical

-,- education. ,.

A lecture basg&on the skills Of each' unit was presented to the students.
As soon as possible after this, students planned and- delivered a short
lesson to 'pupils. In this lesson the, selected skills were. deliberately
stressed. , Immediately hfter the lesson, the student's,, performance was
discussed, alternatives and improvements. were suggested,' and a second
lesson followed. Usually:the student ,then progressed to the next unit
df the schedule set for the following week.

. ,

-Components of the Schccluli
'The. Identification, Seleagn and Sequencing,' of the Teaching,.

13ehaviouri.--tn this area, the literature en rpicro teaching .was of some,
but not significant.,assistance. The physical education literature, howgver,
was, although it..apPe_ars that .-no 1-ally systematic attempt has 'yet been
made to identify the full range of behairiours executed by physical education
teachers. ,Guide'd by this literature . and personal opinion, skills .were
irbistrarily. identified and. selected, a major criteriotf being' their specific
and pbservablet3athre. Terms such asAif`creating a good teaching, climate"
or "control", were 'rejected in favour orthose deAcriptive of specific
acts such ',as "rewarding ", "directing", "gaining attention".
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The following skills were ultimately selected and placed into the
sequence of micro teaching units:

Unit Teaching Behaviours and Skills
I. (a) Directing pupils (gaining and regaining attention-giving

dirktions, obtaining responses).
(b) Presenting activitiesdirect method (part).

II. (a) Explaining.
(b) Presenting activitiesdirect method (whole).

III. (a) Developing desiredreducing undesired behatr`itiurs (rein-
. fordement).

(b) Presenting activitiesindirect method.
IV. (a) Moving and organizing the class.

(b) Providing participationclass activity pattern.
V. (a) Moving and organizing the class.

(b) Providing participation'-group activity pattern.
VI. Promoting group participation.

VII. (a) Individualizing teaching.
(b) Promoting learning analysing, diagnosing' and directing.

Not all of these units were actually implemented; Unit VI was
eliminated, as was VII (a.). , ,

One particulr point became increasingly apparent as the schedule
progressed. This was the distinction made between "predesigned" ,and
extemporaneous or reactive teaching behaViour. Early in the schedUle
it was obvious that while students were generally applying pre- desigucd
skills successfully; many, even in the small group situation, were' not
"Sensitive" to the variety of responses within their class. Artificiality was
observed in the application of "reactive" skills. For example, the reward-

g behaviour of most students lacked discrimination, direction and
v,a iety. Accordingly; an additional behaviour or skill labelled "teacher
sen itivity" was identified and emphasis was placed on students' capacity
to bserve and to selectively react to the specific class situation.

Presentation of the Skills. A variety of.methods.wag used to present
the teaching skills to the students. These included the' pure lecture situa-
tion, the use of 35 mm. slides to demonstrate some aspects of the teaching
skills and the use of models (both live and video taped). In the latter
forms, a variety of methods alsO was applied, a major distinction being
the amount of information given to students about the skill prior to.the
model's demonstration of it.

The Micro Lessons.Following the presentation of information
about the skills" of the link, students were allotted a teaching time. They
then prepared lessons in which these skills Would be stressed; the choice
of activities was made from a range .set by the' supervisor. A standard

, preparation pattern was adopted, and students submitted their preparation
prior to the lesson.

The organization of the teaching period allowed three teams of
students to operate at once. Each team usually' consisted of three students,
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each of wboni raught,their Opils for a short perield. When the last
. student completed" his segment, the pupils returned to their classroom

and discussion' on the peFfi5rmance took place. At the, completion of the
five-minute .idiscussioneVeriod, new groups of pupils arrived and the cycle
\Os repOted. Class,stze ranged from four-to six pupils (Units I, IT, III
and yn) to 12,to is pupils (Units IV and V) while lesson duration
rarely' exceeded: six minutes.

../ Fetdb0.--;Discussion was based on several approaches. The original
ificidentak comment was replaced by check lists, and rating forms., When
the video -tape recorder was available, some of the lesson was replayed.' An aspect of the discussion was the emphasis placed on the contribution
of the students. By the use of these methods it was possible to provide
feedback to all students during the critique period. This was a significant
feature for pressure of time denied Supervisory comment to every student
at every session.

The effect of the emphasis on mutual and self analysis is reflected in
the Answers to two items of the questionnaires. While students generally
preferred supervisory feedlAck they also rated "student feedback" next
iii preference. Secondly, five out of eight supervisors of the June prajce
session agreed that these students showed greater capacity for niSital,
assistance than students cucountered in the past, the remaining three
lecturers were undecided.

,The June ,Practice Teaching Period
In., previous June practice periods, first-year physical education stu-/

dents were first attached to infants and primary schools where they were -, ,:\
required to present from z to 16 lessons per week to normal classes. In .. i
197o, a decision was made to continue these procedures but to .apply the . -,*/ , principle of "graded exposure". The dimension chosen was class size. `./ Accordingly, students were required to teach full lessons (of 20 to 3o- V ' minutes' duration) to groups which shifted from one-quarter to one-half
mil, finally, to full class size., .< .-- The four-week period was divided so tat students taught quarter
classes' in the first week, half classes in the seectild and full classes in the
final two weeks.

The usual practice, where members of the college physical. education
staff assume supervisory roles was retained. Eight members of the staff
were involved with the supervision of the group under study.

Evaluation of the Programme-
. .

The method used to obtain __much of the data was the questionnaire,
four of which were constructed. Two were administered' ,to the 1970
micro-trained group, a third was administered to the current..second-year
group, Le,, the ittfoo first years who had been prepared by conventional
methods. These questionnaires elicited t students. attitudes -and, opinions
towards three areas (a) the preparation for their first practice 'teaching
session, (b) teaching, and (c) micro teaching.
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The fourth questionnaire was answered by the eight members of the
physjcal education staff who had supervised the first-year group during
the practice teaching session. A group of items solicited supervisors'
opinions about both performance and affective components of students'
behaviour, as compared to previous first-year students. The second section
elicited supervisors' attitudes and opinions of the iiicro-teaching pro-
gramme as, a method of professional preparation.

A final source of information was the practice teaching rating of
students by their supervisors. This is a regular feature of all practice
teaching and provided a basis of comparison with earlier first-year groups
prepared in the conventional manner. Ratings are usually finalized in the
last week of the practice period.

Findings
- ER

Student Teaching EffectiveltarComparisog of supervisors' practice
teaching ratings of the .1970 group with those of previous years indicates
that the distribution of ratings for the 1970 group is quite different from
previous years. The concentration of 1970 ratings into the `satisfactory"
category'. and their absence: in the "outstanding", "borderline and
"unsatisfactory" divisions arestlistinctive.

The 'amount of deviation from the pattern of previous years does
suggest the existence of a relationship between the homogeneous, but
generally lower, ratings of fhe 1970 students and the programme, of
teaching experiences undertaken by them prior to the final week of disc
practice period.

The pattern of previous years resembles a normal distribution. It
is probable, however, that this is artificial. It may be that supervisors, by
common agreement; have constructed standards on particular criteria of,
teaching which, allow this pattern- to develop. The ratings of the 1970
students are therefore "bunched" together not on an ,absolute scale of
teaching effectiveness, but on one based on criteria and standards which
have evolved from a different type of practice teaching experience.

A, marked contrast to thettrend of supervisors'. Oneral ratings was
revealed in their impressions of the 1970 students on micro criteria of
teaching effectiveness. SuperviSors' replies to an open-ended item eliciting
perceived difference between 1970 students and previous first-year students
revealed that the most common attribute:identifi ed was Alketgreater concern
and, capacity for actual teaching by 1970 -students. Typical comments
were"showed a grasp of the teaching process as opposed to setting
pupils to work" . . "their main consideration was- teaching".

It appears that most supervisors Perceived their micro trained
students as superthr in those behaviours related to the specific process of
instruction. .

Supervisors' replies to a further open-ended question suggest that
the major errors in 1970 students arose in the large class situation. The
most common errors reported were the failure to transfer "teacher sensi-
tivity" from half class to the full class situation and the inability to
"organize" and "control" the larger numbers. All supervisors saw the
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transition from half to full classes, in the third week, as the critical stage.
Five of the eight supervisors reported their students as failing to make
this adjustment in the short period of two weeks. Finally, all supervisor&
agreed on two additional points: firstly, that ratings of student performance
on half classes only would have been distinctly higher than on full classes,

, and, secondlythat changing class size clearly appeared to be a contributing
factor to the unusual distribution of student ratings.

A point may be made that previous first-year students if "tested" in
the half-class situation Away also have manifested these "different"
behaviours. This is, of course, possible but supervisor opinion agreed that
the 1970 students came to the practice teaching period with these
'behaviours already partially established. Secondly, while "instructive"
behaviours were most clearly perceived in the half-class lessons, supervisors
reported students' intention and awareness of these in the full class
situation. On this Dis-i-vis companson the distinction was supported.

appears, then, that supervisors perceived the 1970 students as
supe for in the area of "teaching" (particularly with the classes up to
half size) but as inferior in large class situations dominated by the demand
on "organizational" and "control" elements.

A pOssible explanation of the situation which occurred may be made
terms of "inhibition". It may be that students' awareness and desire to

arry outspecific teaching skills- of the type developed in the small class
essons established "sets" which inhibited their capacity to either modify
existing or to elicit new behaviours in order to meet the different situation.
This notion is supported by supervisory report. Students apparently
retained behaviours characteristic to small group teaching. As an example
of negative transfer, this would explain the "bunched" distribution,
particularly the depression of ratings normally to be found in the upper
categories,

The supervisory comment that theme- "step"
is

from half to full -classes
was too large suggests an alternative. It is probable t4gt the stages of the
programme were too rlished, or the increments too late. Thus, while the
general pattern of progressions may be effective, more time or smaller
increments are needed in order for students to acquire that state, of "readi-
ness" necessary for progression.

Student Attitudes.It was quite evident during the micro-teaching
schedule that most students were highly motivated and interested in their
teaching orneriences. This suggested that an examination of those affective
variables relevant, to teacher personality would be pertinent. 'Accordingly,
supervisor ratings and students' self- ratings of attitudes and interests
towards teaching were obtaincd at' tie end of the programme.

Supervisors' opinions of the motivation and confidence of their
students during the practice session were revealed by their responses to
two opinion statements in the questionnaire. Self rating by 1970 and_
first-year students of feelings and attitudes experienced in their first
practice clearly shows a marked difference in the reported recalled attitudes
and interests towards teaching, the more favourable being those, of the
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1970 group. The information provided suggests that a possible relation-
ship may exist between earlier micro teaching experience and the attitudes
held towards teaching, immediately prior to, as well as during and after,
the first practice teaching session.

The development and retention of appropriate attitudes and interests
towards teaching are obviously major and critical contributions of the
teacher preparation programme. Aspey2 argues that when students feel
confident about their capacity to "cope" with the immediate problems of

'ieryday teaching they are more likely to go beyond a concern for
"survival" skills to acquire the background necessary for full professional
grovaii, Hence ',this finding may have a significant implication.

Micro Teaching and Professional Preparation.Two questions were
asked of both students and supervisors to assess their opinion's in this
area. The first related to the effectiveness of the programme as a practical
metliod of preparation for teaching. The second asked opinions of its
value in assisting students to discover and appreciate the theoretical
foundatiorig of their profession.

On the first question, every single respond ent athong both supervisors
and students recommended the continuance of the programme for future
first-year .groups.

On the question of future application of micro teaching in their own
training, 76% of the students agreed, 1o% were undecided and 14%
disagreed (N = 30). The major modification to future schedules desired
by the students was a development towards the macro situation by
extending lesson time and enlarging class size.

Supervisors, however, agree& on the value of using both small and
large class situations in future programmes and haw no problems in the
integration of both types into a single three-year programme. la

When asked if the micro teaching experiences helped them to recog-
nize the significance of theory courses to their teaching, 71% of the
students agreed, th% did not know, and IS% disagregd. Of the super-
visors, 75% perceived a probable contribution of micro teaching to this
function, while 25% had no strong opinion.

It seems clear, then, that the opinion of the majority of supervisors
and students is that fnicro teaching experience can contribute to the quality
and impact of pre-service training in physiCal education..:

Discussion
There are dangers in the unwary acceptance of any of the findings

of this study. N'evIrtheless, relationships are, suggested which future,
more controlled research may investigate. The positive findings related
to the suggested influence of the programme on the attitudes of students
and the optimistic support by both ,students and supervisors to the micro-
teaching. concept provide more than adecivate reasons for further
exploration. :

Findings related to criteria of teaching effectiveness are mixed and
do not completely confirm those reported in the literatui-e. In this pro-.
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gramme it appears that students did acquire and manifest important
teaching behai,iours. However, under the cpnditions,available, they gene-
rally had difficulty in transferring their competence into the large Class
situation. The problem of a lack of transfer t6 the macro class,bas not
been reported in studies based on class oom teaching. A number of
explanations may be postulated, inclu ng cultural differences between
Australian and American schools, t chers and pupils. A more fruitful
explanation may centre on the tinction between the scope and types
of teacher behaviours in the clasoom and those in the physical education
lesson.

Cs,It has been mentio earlier that "organizational" behaviours con-
stitute ? significant seg ent of the physical education teacher's repertoire,
whereas in the classro these are minimal. "Instructive" behaviours may
also differ. Smith, as noted previously, has emphasized the "reactive"
nature of teaching, where the teacher's perception of the pupils behaviour
is followed by a diagnosis and finally by a reaction based on these.

jt is claimed that a clear distinction exists in this area of teaching
between tbe classroom and physical education situation. In the latter,
teachers are primarily concerned with perceiving and diagnosing responses
which are overt and directly observable, i.e., motor performance. In the
'former, pupils' responses are mainly cognitive and covert. In the full class
situation this distinction is magnified. It is extremely difficult for the
classroom teacher to gain an immediate, total and accurate picture of his
c ass's responses. As Smith Odes, "his perception of pupil behaviour is

ly to be acme sort of generalized picture, and his diagnosis a hunch".*
ften classroom teachers 'guide their perception by seeking cues, asking

probing questions, encouraging pupil talk, etc., but the nature of their
situation where often only one child's response can be,peReived at once,
forces the teacher to "infer" from this sample the nature of the general
situation.

This is not the case in the physical education lesson where every
pupil's response is available in a very short period of time. The observing
teacher is literally "bombarded" with information. The teacher's general-
ized picture is gained from observing a large number of specific cases and
extracting the commonalities rather than' inferring frbm one or two: This
is no easy task; it may well be that in this situation the critical aspect is
the teacher's ability to "deal with information"to distinguish between
the relevant and irrelevant and to selectively attend to limited aspects of
performance.

It is argued that a distinction exists between the methods used by
each type of teacher. It is suggested that the shift from small to large
classes does not significantly alter the efficiency of the classroom teacher's
"sampling method". The same condition requires the physical education
teacher to "deal with" a much greater amount of informItion. This the
novice cannot do and, as is commonly reported by supervisors, either
makes very few .corrections (reactions), or shifts to a situation where

B. Othanel Smith; "A Concept of Teaching", Teachers' College Record, 61, p. 235.
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the amount Of information is within his capacity. He usually does this
by concentrating on a small group of pupils, neglecting the rest of the
class: -

The not unintentional implication of "information processing theory"
in this discussion reveals a personal opinion that models of instruction
based on psychology may yet significantly contribute to future training
programmes.

The immediate need, however, is to identify the most important
behaviours executed by experienced physical education teachers. When
the full range of behaviours are included in schedules, it may then be
possible to detErmine whether the micro teaching technique can, in Tact,
make a significant immediate contribution to teaching effectiveness in
physical education. That no such conclusion is warranted in the results
of athe programme reported has not dampened the enthusiasm of lecturers
involved in it.

The basic notion of micro teaching is a principle long established in
physical education: "learning by doing". Such_ an identificatio'n surely
offers further stimulus and "promise" for tilt. involvement of physical
educators in this "new endeavour" in the teaching of teaching. -
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HEALTH EDUCATION SEMINAR

An Interdiseiplinary
Approach to Curriculum

Design in Health Education
ALWYNE R. COSTER

Senior Lecturer in Health Education,
Sydney Teachers' College, Australia

ACCORDING to Whitehead, "There is only one subject matter for.
education and that is Life in all its mapifestations." Had Whitehead been
writing specifically of health education, he could scarcely have given a more
accurate summary of the health curriculum, viz., "Life in all its manifesta-
tions". Yet, because health does cover such a wide field of knowledge, the
curriculum can too easily become merely a collection of fragments of
information rather than a body of knowledgeittnified by a dynamic purpose.

AS far back as 1869, Thomas Huxley opposed what he described as
an "omnium gatheru4n of scraps of all sorts, and undigested and uncon-..
nected information". The health curriculum must, on the one hand, draw
upon the fields of medical science, psychology, philosophy, sociology,
history of medicine and othlr related areas. Yet it is required to present
an appropriate balance of breadth and depth. Taba points out that "depth
of understanding and a breadth of coverage are two contradictory prin-,
ciples. One cannot practise both to an extreme". She demonstrates, how-
ever, that the contradiction is significant only if one views subject matter
as an accumulation of descriptive fac6, and depth merely as an extension
Of coverage. If one takes "depth" to mean a clear understanding of
certain basic concepts as well as their application, then 'it is possible to
achieve a reasonable balance of breadth and depth by selecting a sufficient
range of ideas for study which have the greatest applicability and the
greatest

in
of transfer. For example, one could study the moral obli-

gations n inter-personal relationships in sufficient depth without neces- .
sarily providing an extensive course in moral philosophy.

Health educationists are well aware that the mere acquisition of,
knowledge of health facts does not necessarily lead to value orientation and
social perspective. B. R. Joyce's statement that "ultimately, science is a
human study which has meaning only in terms of human values", may be
applied most appropriately to the health sciences. The student of
embryology tiee to think through his own attitudes to abortion law
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reform. The Student of genetic must consider carefully the moral and
ethiCal issues involved in genets counselling and in arguments for and
against euthanasia. It is in such reas as this, however, that one finds the
health curriculum cutting across he seemingly clear-cut fields of medical
science and moral philosophy. I a teachers' college where subjects are
separated into departments, each confined to its own specific discipline,

I the problem of planning a health c rriculum becomes apparent. At Sydney
Teachers' College, an attempt has een made to draw upon the- expertise
of specialists in a number of disci lines while calling on certain of the
medical staff to correlate and coordinate these studies into an integrated

students undertaking studies in hea h education during their third and
-whole. This has been achieved mos successfully with physical education

rt
fourth. years at college. It has bee found that although ten different

) college faculties have been involved i this health education programme,
a considerable measure of unity has en achieved:

These ten departments are as folio s: ,

Biold gy, contributing specialized s dies in human genetics, bacteri-
ology, immunology, entomolo and parasitology ;

Chemistry, whith contributes a. sh rt course in biochemistry as it
relates to health; ..

Physics, offering a special study of certain relevant aspects of bio-
physics

Home Economics, which deals with he sociological as well as the
scientific aspects of nutrition;

Education, which provides lecturers in \sociology in' relation to health I

science and social anthropology as well as certain aspects of
mental health and counselling; -\ ...

History, which covers' the history of health practices
Physical Education, whOSe staff has proVided valuable :assistance in

teaching method.
In addition, the Ant Department has advise students on the prepara-

tion, and use of health posters and bulletin boa, s, and a member of the
English staff who is also, by profeksion, ster-at-law, has given a

.4series of lectures on family law during that part the course which, deals
with family life,education.

-

In'our college, the Department of Health Educ Pion itself is at present
composed' colely of medical officers, ,and it has been our task to provide
courses forAiese,stildents in such specialized fields of medicine as human
histology and pathologg, human ,ernbryology ,ancrinarriage and family life
and also to coordinafe-the- in general lectureS and seminars which
draw upon the subject matter: of.all the strands I have mentioned.

During, the second year of course, that is, in the .students' 'final
yeaiait college; numerous visits are made to medical institutions such as
child health centres, general hospitals, medicaReSearch institutes, clinics
for drug users and alcoholics, psychiatric nd geriatric hospitals, diagnostic
centres for the mentally handicapped, ac stic laborateiries and rehabilita-
tion centres. The generals pattern has een. to follow each visit by. two
seminar sessions in, which sttidents att mpted to evaluate the work of the

I.'

I
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institution from the point pf view Of community health and to relate what
they had seen to their theory lectures. These' visits and seminars are
conducted by medical staff as part of their role in the coordination of the
course as a whole.

It is during these seminar sessions that health facts acquired during
the students' college course are brought into clearer focus and that health
concepts are crystallized. Dr. Oberteuffer and Dr. Beyrer point out that
"iperely to give information in class and to test for knowledge are not
enough to assure action. Information received is only part of the story .. .
surely group sanction or endorsement and group agreement to act are of
great importance in affecting individual behaviour ". We have found that
group discussion assists students too, in, handling such controversial issues
as abortion law reform and contraception. One saw in students a develop-
ment of respect and tolerance for those whose opinions differed from their
own and one felt that following 'such discussion sessions, they would be
much better equipped to handle such subjects in the classroom situation.

Towards the conclusion of the course, students were located for four
weeks to certain specific community health projects. Some were involved
in a research programme in the school of behavioural sciences at one of
our univessities. *hers were attached to the State Department of Public
Health's Division of Health Education and carried out basic research on
such projects as the health problems of migrants. Others shared in a
research programme relating to the evaluation of health courses in
secondary schools in N.S.W. This experience replaced the students' usual
period of- practice teaching in schools at the conclusion of their course,
and alftf.them.found it to beof great value.

SOur first group of students, then, has graduated. The world into
which they have gone, however, is already different from when they were
in college and we must ask the questions: "Have they merely acquired a
knowledge of fiealth facts or have. they gained what may be described as
an, 'informed adaptability'? Are they mature people with the judgement
arid discrimination which they need in order to cope with uncertainty
and change? Are we ourselves adapting our courses and recognizing
that from year to year the classroom climate changes ?;.

I am reminded of the story told recently by a visiting lecturer of a
certain philosophy professor who was scheduled for lectures at9 a.m. each
Monday. He bemoaned the fact that whereas five or six years ago all
his students were on time and participated:intliusiastically in his lectures,
he now could muster only a handfulThiretWdents"at 9 a.m. and he' added
emphatically "It isn't my lectures that

, .

Perhaps we have not quite reached that stage, but we do -need to
evaluate our courses and, more specifically, to evaluate our objectives.
There are a number of improvements that we would like to see introduced.,
One is a greater integration of science and non-science in our overall
programme so that the one will illumine the other. To achieve this, we
would. need closer, liaison between all participant lecturers in staff seminar
discussions. A divided college campus, with buildings in two separate
locations, a crowded timetable and a shortage of lecture and seminar
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rooms are some of the practical difficulties in the way of such staff sessions.
We would like, too, to see the present two-year health certificate course
integrated throughout the whole four years of the students' college life,
rather than offered as an end-on course in their third and fourth years.
The students, too, would like to see greater recognition of their qualifica-
tions in terms of status and remuneration, since physical and health
education are still struggling to achieve acknowledgement as academic
disciplines in our education System.

This, then, is a brief overview of the main course offered to students
preparing. to teach health education, at secondary level. Other more abbre-
viated courses include a health education method strand in the Diploma
in Education course for graduate students with a university background
in the behavioural or social sciences and a somewhat similar course of 66
hours for home economics students taking health as a supplementary
method during-their second and third years at college.

While arts and science graduates and teachers Of,home economics are
contributing to the health programme in schools, the major responsibility
for the implementation of the school health syllabus continues to lie with
physical educationists. Problems of implementation include the pressures
of external examinations allowing little time for non-examinable subjects
such as health, staff shortages which, once again, result in the location of
teachers to examinable subject areas and the reticence of some school
principals to introduce a subject which could, `titsc, any degree, represent
a source of controversy. Despite these difficulties, we, have been encouraged
by the keen interest shown in health lessons by children in those schools
where the programme has been given the enthusiastic backing of the
school principal. Because of 'the many problems, our college students
need to recognize the need for a high frustration tolerance in health educa-
tion. Attitudes are not changed overnight and this may not, in fact, be
the least valuable lesson our students learn in their college days. Their
understanding of mental health may well be put to the test in dealing with
difficult school situations. If the staff shortage in schools demands that
they teach some subject beybid their own immediate field, we may rightly
deplore the deficiencies in our education system, but fit,e shall also soon
know whether or not our students have acquired an "informed adapt-
ability". When faced With ethical and moral issues at times of industrial
unrest affecting the,. schools, our students should be better equipped to
handle such situations if their studies in moral education and ethics have
been moreotlItti*a superficial intellectual exercise. The very problems
facing our students in the schools, then, may well be for them a means
of evaluating the objectives of the course they have undertaken.

Health, as we know, means "wholeness". In our curriculum design,
we surely need to look at the whole area of professional responsibility
which our students will undertake and help them develop attitudes which
may be recognized as "healthful". -The School Health Education Study
and other such programmes remind us that basic concepts are what will
remain when the peripheral detailed knowledge of facts has long since
been lost.

F
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Our college structure has not permitted the implementation of a
programme completely identical with that outlined in the S.H.E. study.
Yet it is hoped that our course may represent something more than what
Whitehead described as "a rapid table contents which a deity might run
over in his mind while he was thinki f creating a world and had not
yet determined how to put it together". he word "design" is easily over-
looked in an inter-disciplinary approach to curriculum design, but we cannot
afford to let this happen in the field of .health 'whose very meaning is
"wholeness".
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The Need for Change
iri,Concept and .E. basis

of Health Education a Seen
in a University Situation

T. DOUGLAS WILKINS

Director, Student Health Service,
University of Sydney, Australia

I HAVE REGARDED health education in its broadest terms as,education.
and preparation for healthy livingphysical, mental and emotionaland
not just a method of maintaining bodily health. I shall say little about
the benefits Of existing programmes of health education. Much of what
I will say will be critical of the present, at least in this State. Perhaps
some, has already been remedied and will become apparent to me, dealing
with a university population in the next year or so. I am not suggesting
that the present courses be abandoned but hope to spur' health educators
and educators generally on to greater actilaty for significant improvement
in the health and wellbeing of the young who are still .under their
supervision.

I shall attempt to highlight some., of the deficiencies and needs as
shown from the interviews with university students by the medical officers
of the Student Health Service in the University of Sydney in the lastten
years. Perhaps I may be expecting too much from a health education
programme, but at least in this country the field is fairly new, and the
opportunities to help and influence the wellbeing, of students are countless.

At the University of Sydney there are no formal lectures in health
education, no compulsory sport or physical activity, no compulsory medical
examinations. Except for the occasional lecture on a particular aspect
of health relevant at the time, any health educating done is as part of a
medical or psychological interview, and only whep there seems tobe a
need for it. The eight doctors,who -work in the Health Service spend
their days and sometimes. their nights dealing with the problems of the
largest collection of young people in this country, 17,000 of them on one
campus. While much time is spent treating their sore throats, their hay
fever, their acne, their injuries from motor vehicles, laboratory accidents
or sporting fields and their othektesses, much more time is spent
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answering their questions about how to relaZeNtt; people, how to cope wit
stress, how to maintaingood'healtli, how to attain adult attitudes physically,
emotionally and mentally. These are not a sick group of young people,
they are perhaps physically more healthy than most of the population
except that their concentration on academic pursuits is often at the expense
of physical exejcise or social development. t

The later years at school and early years at university are periods of
rapid growth- and change 12 one's identity from the obedient, dependent,
accepting school pupil with little sexual anxiety or even awareness, to the
critical, independent, questioning student frequently with much anxiety
about, and interest in, his sexual role. There are six main areas about
whicl I intend to speak and in which I feel health educators could play
a more active role, namely, image of the self and ability to deal with
feelings, interpersonal relationship, bioldgy and sexual education, physical
recreation and relaxation, ability to seek help before or when in difficulties,
ability t6 make a decision when the facts have been obtained. Health
educators are likely to be aware of the places where they may help with
physical health or disease and so these have not been enumerated.

For the student who remains at school until the age of i or 18 and
thenlintends to go or haigone on to tertiary education, the cting nature .
of his study has probably meant that he has not done much inking about
his future identity or if he has, often he has had litle chance of experi-

.menting with it. He is usually much less mature and worldly than his
colleague who left school at 15 and ha% been working and receiving a

. salary for three or four years, who may be married or contemplating
marriage, who can go out seven nights a week, and is not kept home by
study or insufficient finance, who probably has his own vehicle and who,
at work, is treated as an adult. The student .has been forced to place his
normal maturity, in abeyance and to accept a dependent role when
physically and psychologitially he should be becoming independent. 'He is
dependent upon his family or the State financially and his teachers and
professors academically. 'His own social, intellectual,'sexual and religi6us
attitudes often have to be smothered for-fear of his causing displeasure in

,, . those to whom he is responsible. It is little wonder that students frequently
enter university with a rather 'shaky identity; an uncertainty about their*

. future ca=reers, andan anxiety about their own image. ,
Though the students described below are ones who consulted medical

practitioners in the Health Service, many f them could have presented
their problems just as,appropriately to some of you gathered here. If you
think of the situation you know and do not dismiss these as medical
problems, my address will probably have more relevance to your particurar
fields. ,. . 4

While the student who feels that his body is satisfactory in size,
weight, shape and appearance is the norm, there are many who'have great,
anxiety about their, bodies.

To mention just a few, you probably all know the obese person who
is anxious about entering into any sporting activity where his body is
exposed because heJs embarrassed. He seldom swims because he is



.

ashamed of his fatness,. and if he can avoid other sports where he may
have to use a communal changing room he will. But the thin person
may be equally as sensitive about his scrawniness, or his hollow chest,-or
his lack of muscles. Two other groups who also avoid any communal
activity where they can are the lads with big breasts or those embarrassed
by the small size of their genitals. Until recently the very hairy person
often did also, but now hair is fashionable.

Fortunately, in our culture, girls do not have tci expose themselves
so much to The gaze of their peers, so that body image except where
excessively fat or where their breasts are very large does not cause them
so much concern.

In the Australian culture, much is made of the image of the smooth
male who is attractive to women, who has composure and confidence: He
is often portrayed ih cigarette advertisements. Some of our young men
are frequently anxious about their sexual adequacy, their inability to talk
to girls, or to have a steady girlfriend. In many,of our schools segregated
by sex, student's have had little opportunity to talk to, to meet, or get to
know in a naturalway members of the opposite sex of their own age. This
may not cause much difficulty for the young person who has siblings of
the opposite sex and thereby meets the siblings' school friends, but with
no siblings or with parentstovh6 do not make the opportunity for their
young people to meet others There can be great anxiety about social sexual
adequacy.

Recently the greater permissiveness of society and emphasis in mass
media of sexual adequacy have caused more students to, come to the
Health Service concerned about their genital adequacy, o=-their hormonal
normality. One's anxiety about identity may occur, about family attitudes.
There is often resentment about the need for continued dependence upon
one's family. Except in Jewish and migrant families the authority of
parents is often questioned. To honour, obey and respect one's parents
is often seen as weak and peculiar. Some who feel that this is reasonable
.behaviour are concerned because their peers feel that they should be
Moving out and fending for then3selves or taking anything they can get
from their parents btft not continuing any emotional involvement or
concern for their parents' attitudes and beliefs.. Students often come to
the Health Service to talk about ho'w, they should treat their parents, or
concerned about the unsatisfactory way in which their parents are
living. There is an opportunity to lessen both the communication and
generation gap for many, as they struggle with their own maturing
identity,, but they frequently need the help and support of someone outside
the family.

Often related to the family experience are problems associated with
interpersonal 'relationships. The student who has had difficulties relating
to his father may have difficulties relating to his academic authority figures,
or may have become excessively dependent upon his mother and so have
difficulty making satisfactory relationships with girls, or may go around
looking for suitable father and big brother figures, or make close relation-
ships with his peers and be anxious about homosbxuality. Fears of halm
sexuality and fears of inability to relate satisfactorily or inability .to trust
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anyone are frequent causes of.anxitty among students and have disastrous
effects on their work. Students, with severe emotional deprivation have
often compensated by .great intellectual effort, and have often been
successful. When they come to the realization that their effort cannot be
sustained or that it is a poor substitute for personal relationships they
may seek help. .

Several emotions may cause students great difficulty. We all knoW
how disruptive an infatuation can be to a person's study. But .the loss
of a boyfriehd or girlfriend can be even more devastating. Students are
of an age where fathers die of coronary artery disease and mothers die
of carcinoma. For many the loss of a parent will occur during their last
years 'at school or during university. Some are going to suffer the death

of a school or university friend, perhaps by natural causes, frequently by
sudden. illness, but most likelrby violence or traffic accident. The death
of a parent or the death of a peer can cause a temporary threat to the
feeling of "adplescentImmortality". The stiff upper lip tradition which
is still part of our milk image does not help the mourning for a parent

-or a classmate. .

Two other emotions which may worry them. Anger is not seen as
acceptable. It needs to be controlled and not shown, or so many young
people feel, Bouts of anger or hatred may submerge a young person in
gloorp, guiltjnd despair. Frequently they need to be told that anger is a
normal emotion, that most people feel and have cause to feel angry at
times but what is important is how ne deals with it. Think of the passive
aggressive and the sullen person wh smoulders with anger, and in contrast
the hot-headed and quick-tempere person .who feels his anger, perhaps
shows it, deals with it and quickly returns to his composure. Many of our
students have beentaught to be patient, long suffering, not allowing them-
selves to show anger when it was a normal feeling. Similarly, sexual
awareness an feeling for many have been forbidden. Many worry about
the quite nattkal sexual interest and arousal of late adolescence, feeling
that they are being crude, dirty, evil-minded, lustful, oversexed or obscene.
Frequently the sexual experimenting that occurred before or during
puberty or the masturbation that occurred then or now, or the hatred and
anger Which they have repressed'are-first talked about by a student when
he feels.he has the confidence and understanding of a member of the,Health
Service. Scvnetirnes the relief which,follows the discussion is a joy to see,,
and he has. made-a friend! It ,is a type of confession, an exposure of his'
innermost feelings which have trotibled him, for years. Now it is no
longer necessary, to live 'a lie 'arid' hate' himself.

In the last ten years, school edutation and the mass media have
brought a new level of biological and sexual linowledge,to the community.
School children can talk quite knowledgeably about pregnancy, genetics,

, childbirth, abortion: and contraception. Most university students know
much more about these. facts than their parents did at their age And .may
know more than their parents know now. But despite all this there are
wide gaps in studerits' knowledge. Few have much awareness of the
emotional involvement, the total iti'vtivement of sexual relationships. For
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many it is a physical relationship which t y feel they can enter'withoul-...,
becoming emotionally involved or attac d. Many do not consider the
risks of pregnancy until it happens whe they will then say "But we are
too young" or " e are not able to have a family" or "I could not possibly
spend the rest o my life with that person", "I do not love him (or her)",
or "I do not believe in_contraception because it is so detracting from a
relationship, so calculated, but I could not possibly go through with this
pregnancy even thoagh I do not believe in abortion". We have had some
people become pregnant, denying, that they had ever had intercourse, even.
though when it was explained they agreed they had, because they thought
it would be different from what happened. Some, because of inadequate
description earlier, have thought that the hymen was a tough membrane
to be ruptured with pain and much bleeding, and when this did not happen
have thought that penetration had not occurred. One young man, after
his first sexual encounter said, "If I have waited for 22 years for this,
then I can afford to wait a lot longer and get on with my studies and be an
academic ; I had imagined it would be far more satisfyiffig.". Often our
society has presented sexual intercourse as being the height of experience,
not stressing that it is the whole person involvement, not the physical act,
that is important.

For all their knowledge about biolOgy and sexual reproduction, there
is a dearth of understanding about emotional involvement, commitment and
sharing which young people are only too keen to discuss frankly, feeling
that their presenirtraining has not dealt with the most important aspects
of this topic.

I shall say little about the need for physical recreation aboutirkhich
you are convinced. There is an increasing awareness among the medical
profession and the community generally that physical effort by its
increasing cardiac and respiratory reserves and for other gains is of value
to our sedentary existence. When students who did not appreciate this
at school became aware of the importance of a healthy body, they feel it
is too late and they can do little abo,ut it

There is a greater need for students who have poor physical skills
to be taught to play sports and to learn methods of physical relaxation.
At university they become aware of spoit not only as a means of keeping
fit, but perhaps more important, as a method of relieving tension and
possibly aggression, or relaxing and of possible social interaction. It is
unfortunate that' this is often overlooked at school, and students who are
not inclined or capable are not helped' to attain a level of success and
Injoymenf at sport which would provide them with greater muscular
control, more relaxation and ability to work as, part of a team. Many. a
loner wishes he had this opportunity over again.

Sometimes the job of the Student Health Service is to make the path
of the student in need of help easier. It may be by discussion with his
parents, or with his academics, so that he is able to approach them without
fear of rejection. Sometimes there .is opportunity to bring a group of
students together to:diseliSs their problems, which may be academic, or
social, or to do witVhorne conditions. Frequently the student who is
lonely and has no one from ;whom to get help seeks adiice about a Medical
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condition and then mentions the cause of the medical condition. There
are also problems such as insomnia, examination panic or pre-examination
stress which can be dealt with, and the use of sedatives and tranquillizers
may not be necessary if the condition can be discussed.

, Last year we decided that any student who was ill or under strain
could apply to do examinations in the Student Health Service. Some 5o
students took advantage of this opportunity. Two epileptics who were
frightened of attacks during their examinations completed their papers
without attacks. Students with migraine or dyinenorrhcea who normally
would have walked out and failed the examination were brought to the
Student Health Service, treated, and when feeling better, completed their
examinations. The bulk of students who did examinations in the Student
Health Service were suffering from physical illness, but the thing they
appreciated most was the relaxed atmosphere and the knowledge that if
they were sick or,needed medical care during the examinatior-sti was not
a problem. Most of them were successful in the examinations despite their
illness, yet several had not intended to .sit their examination because of
the illness.

Students coma for information and advice. It is important that students
corning to the Student Health Service be treated as responsible adults
and given all the facts and then be allowed to +make their own decisions.
We are not there to protect students but to prevent them making decisions
with inadequate knowledge. We are not in loco parentis, but are willing
to help them if they wish our help. If they do not accept ctur.advice or
make the decision we feel the should, then there is nothing we can do.
This is a learning situation, a d they will never learn effectively if they
are protected and prevented fr perimenting. They may not choose
our solution, but they will have thought and considered it before making
their own decision.

As you will have seen, most of the time, of the doctors whet work
with me is spent with one ortwo students at a time in a consulting room
where they are free to ask questions, seek information or expound their
theories about health and illness. Most of our time is spent in a one-to-one
encounter where we have great opportunity to learn of the aspirations,
ideals and problems of the young client, and they at times take adyanfage
of the privacy, informality and intimacy to express anxieties and feelings
which they have pever dared express, or even at times think, previously.
At such times subjects frequently brought into the discussion by the client
are anxiety about a satisfactory personal identity, difficulties in relating
or communicating with parents, anxiety about sexual adequacy, or uncer-
tainty about sexual attitudes and behaviour., difficulties about relating to
authority, problems about anti-social activities such as lying, thieving
and sadism, inability to make adequate relationships. In most cases they
do not wish to be told how to rectify these, they need to feel free to
discuss them and then they will decide the .next step.

Having told you at some length,vhat university. students see as their
needs for satisfactory and healthy being, can you help? Well many of you
will either be responsible for the currjcula for health educators or will be
providing health education in the schools. Much of the distress that occurs
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in the university age group could have been 'lessened if it were tackled in
the schools. I will mention briefly some of the areas in which I feel that
students at school could get more help, and I see the health educator
indirectly through other members of the teaching staff or directly helping
students with these difficulties.

The student ,with sport difficulties, the class clown, the cheeky child,
the class bully, the bright child with a poor work record, the fat boy, the
attention seeker, the perfect child are some who may need help. While
in the minor years at school health education may consist mainly of pro-

, viding pupils with facts and ideas for healthy existence, I am certain that
in the later years there is a need to provide small discussion groups which
can discuss freely (with a health educator present to provide information)
all manner of topics. At such meetings pupils can talk freely about what
concerns them most. If a group does not introduce a topic some safe topics
could be introduced by the health educator such as the attitude of young
people to motor accidents, "Is smoking really a health hazard?", or Is it
necessary to smoke to show your maturity?' When a group feels secure
it is likely that discussion about sexual relationhip before marriage (or
generally), contraception, abortion, homosexuality, drug taking, will be
discussed.

Other areas in which a health educator could be of help to many
students would be dealing with authority, reasonable attitude to one's
parents, attitudes to examinations, fear of illness, death and mourning,
inability to relate to people, facing the unknown with anxiety is normal.
In fact, the topics are endless.

The jimer London Education Authority attempted as an experiment
by placifg trained workers in schoolg to help pupils in the transition from
school to learning and finding jobs. A small pamphlet, "Fifteen Talking",
gives a brief report of a few of the discussions that took place Oth one
of these workers. From my reading of the pamphlet, personal' enquiry
and subsequent observation in this country, I feel that it is 'a valuable
method of health_ education. With school medical officers and school
guidance officers and counsellors, physical educationists and health educa-
tionists make up quite a team of people working in schools for a high
stand_ ard of physical and mental health and fitness.

One of the most impoitant contributions a health education pro-
gramme could make to senior students at school would be to encourage
thinking about, and aiming at good health, and free speech about any topic
in which they are interested. The ability. to communicate and discuss
personal issues and problems will be of great advantage to them in. their
future progress to maturity, to deeper personal commitment and to
marriage and family life.

A gathering .such as this could go forth with new vigour ig an attempt
to remove the obstacles which prevent students maturing into healthy,
happy adults. In some places it will mean criticism of long standing habits,
perhaps decrease in academic work load, in some a change of emphasis,
in some the change will have to be insidious and gradual. What are we
all aiming for if not to provide aloeducation for living, wholesome contented
healthy living?
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Measurement of
Human Power Output

JOHN HARRISON

Lecturer in Engineering,
University of New South Wales, Australia

SOME sports, such as rowing and cycling, require substantial quantities
of mechanical power to be put forth by the athlete. It is of interest, there-
fore, to be able to measure with some degree of accuracy this mechanical
power output.

The question may be considered in two parts:
t. What factors affect the production of human muscle power?
2. How can we measure the power output and what are the relative

advantages and disadvantages of the various means of carrying
out this measurement?

Of the *many eators- which affect the amount of power produced,
perhaps the most important are: ,

(a) The 'duration of the effort.
(b) The mode of working; which includes not only the geometry but

the kinematics of the motion being executed by the subject.
(c) Thseleskbeing overcome.
(d) The environmental conditions existing at\the time.
Unfortunately, these factors cannot be considered sepatitely, as there

is, to a certain extent,' interaction between most of them.
Turn* now to the question of measuring the power output, if the

above, mentioned factors are taken into consideration, we find, that it is
Ineeessiry to allow the subject to work in a way which copies rather closely
not only the geometry but the kinematics of. the motion executed during
the particular,sport ancLto absorb the energy released in a suitable manner.
The work output of the subject is usually absorbed by applying a braking
torque to a rotatineniember of the machine on which the subject is
exercising. Several types of brake may be used and their characteristics
are quite important, They fall roughly into dime categories:

z. Viscous type brakes where the brake load increases with .speed.
2. Friction brakes where the-load remains reasonably constant irre-

spective of speed.
3. Constant power brakes where the load adjusts itself to the speed

in such a way that the power involved remains constant.
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Of these, the constant power brake would appeal' to be the simplest to
use, as having adjusted the brake to a particular power value, it would
only be necessary to record the duration of the effort to determine the
total work output of the subject. However, such a brake has characteristics
which do not match those of the muscles and instability can result.

The viscous brake,, whilst perhaps the simplest in concept, requires
the continuous recording of load and speed in order to determine, with
any precision, the amount of work performed in the given time.

The constant torque brake, if it can be successfully engineered, is a
satisfactory compromise as, apart from the measurement of the duration
of the effort, it is only necessary to measure the total number of revolutions
of the output shaft in order to determine the work output.'

Other factors which should be taken into consideration in, assessing
work output are the mechanical efficiency of the transmission system and
changes in kinetic .energy of the moving parts of the ergometer resulting
from any change of speed at the end of the test as compared' with the
speed at the beginning of the ,test.

The, foregoing comments indicate that the measurement of the
mechanical power output of subjects exercising in various ways is not
quite as straightforward as it looks, and that care has to be taken if
meaningful results are tb be obtained from any experimental work
undertaken.

-4.
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University of Western Australia
Test Battery to Evaluate Some

of the Factors which Affect
Human Physical Performance

ALAN R. MORTON

Human Physical Performance Laboratory,
The University of Western Australia

Tins presentation outlines the test battery being used at the University
of Western Australia to evaluate some of the factors which affect human
physical performance. The presentation discusses the procedures for
testing, measuring and analysing the various test items and also discusses
the rationale behind the selection of each test item. No attempt, however,
is made to discuss results, as the collection of data is still in progress.

Some of the test items have established validity, others are still being
investigated:: The former group of test items is utilized:

1. To establish a pre-season fitness profile indicating the individual's
weaknesses and training needs which then. determines the nature
of the training; programme. °

2. To 'evaluate the functional fitness of individuals.
3, To evaluate the individual's improvement during the training

programme.
4. To evaluate individual or team changes as a means of re-directing

the training programme should evidence of such a need occur.
Such evidence may be in the form of a plateau or downward trend
in the test scores.

The test teams, for which validity is still not established, are included
for research purposes in an attempt to provide evidence to either substan-
tiate or refute, the value of ,such items.

This test battery, which- was established by Dr. John Bloomfield
and Dr. Alan Morton, has concentrated on the following factors :

1. Body structure as evaluated by various anthropometric measures,
somatotxpe assessments and skin fold measures.

2. Musculdr strength as determined by a battery of at least six tests
the nature of which varies with the sport concerned.
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3. Power as.determined by the, power leVer and the jump and reach
test.

4. Reaction time and movement time.
5. Cardio-respiratory fitness as determined by :

(a) Vital capacity.
(b) Hwrnoglobin concentration.
(c) Various aerobic power tests such as MVO2, Astrand and

Balke tests.
(d) Resting and recovery electrocardiograms.
(e) Resting and recovery values for the electromechanical lag

(Q. r.H.S.I.) .
(f) Arterial blood pressure.
(g) Brachial pulse wave recordings.
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Predictive Indices in
School Sport

C. LES COTTON

Former Technical Adviser,
Australian Emfrire Games Team

TEE aim of this paper is to demonstrate a simple and practical method
of testing and evaluating fitness and aptitude for varying sporting activities
in the school situation.

This paper will cover the following:
i. The object of selection an activity for every child at school, in

leisure hours and in adulthood ti) keep fitsuccess in sport resulting in
s inferiority complexes and consequently better academic work and
tter school spirit to help instill greater interest in school and life and

lesien delinquency..
2. Methods of testingpupil participation as testers maintains interest

and is fairly reliable.
3. The tests consist of "the Cotton step test" with new evaluating

graph for aerobic capacity based on end exercise pulse rate after four
minutes; the Vertical (Sargeant) jump; the ball throw, using a cricket
ball or a table tennis ball and relating distance on a new "Universal
Throwing Chart" with body and ball weight to give an individual "throwing
index"; the vitallograph lung volume test using vital capacity and forced
mid-expiratory flow as guides to performance and potential. In addition
to this, age, height and weight are taken, from which the Index of Build
and WHAT index are calculated, the latter being the weight, height, age
trend which enables future stature to be eletermined.

3.-The arrangement of the school tirtietable to facilitate the applidtion
of the testing programme in the form of "Integrated Sport". This enables
three or four classes to be taught' different sporting activities at the pupils'
own assessed-level, at the same time, by trained personnel. This may be
done on a.*""O`ne spOil .per term basis" for two to three years prior to
partic,ipation and ftialization in extramural school sport.

4. The follow -onl programmefirst-form pupils are tested during the
first year and retested during subsequent years. The same procedure:is
adopted for each first form in ensuing years so eventually the whole sclibol
is tested.

5. The training of physical education teachers and students in test
and measurement procedures and their application.

6. The evaluation of the results obtained to date and their significance.
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Constitutional and
Environmental Factors
Affecting Performance,

in Sport
ANTHONY P. MILLAR

kar Physician,
Lewisham Sports Medicine Clink,

Sydney, Australia

THIS contribution will deal with conditions that are riot pathological
but rather variations from normalthose states that are not average but
certainly not a disease.

Study of factors influencing performance in sport shows that psycho-
logical variants are paramount. These latter are dependent on an inborn
state which enables drive to be supplied, effort to be maintained where
necessary and often a tolerance to fatigue is inbuilt. Heredity and familial
factors are concerned in the emotional needs for sport and these can be
Modified by social and environmental features including nutrition.

There is no doubt a Modification of results occurs when equipment
is defective, particularly in relation to temperature and atmospheric
conditions. Sports in water and on dry land project their own problems
as do team sports.

Body build varies greatly, particularly between the sexes and in
different age groups and this militates against particiilar, sports.

Coordination is essential for peak performance. This is often missing
as in the case of ball-sense, thus restricting an individual field of sport.

Training has been considered a sine qua non fop-peak efforts. This
involves the coach and athlete intimately and pirobleOs frequently arise
in this area. ..

Recent work has shown a variation in metabOlitpathways in obese
persons. Can .such a-variation account for-the differendes in performances
of individuals and' in the same persongroritime to time ?

Probably the most important factor in any'performance is oppor-
tunity without it, a result is impossible.
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"Pathology in the Liniitation
of Performance"

JOAN SUTTON

Senior Research Fellow,
Garvan Institu,te of Medicdl Research,

St. Vincent's Hospital, Sydney

DURING competitive exercise the body depends on an integratedresponse from all its component organs for an optimal result.. Thus it is
no' surprising that most disease processes will cause a significant deterior-
ation in performance. Alternatively, defects in training, such as inadequate,incorrect or excess training and psychological factors, especially a decreasein motivation, can have a similar effect on performance as any pathological
process.

In the majority `of instances where there is disease, the pathology
will be obvious, e.g., infectious diseases such as respiratory infections orgastroenteritis or trauma causing contusions, ligamentous injuries orfractures. By' contrast, in the incubation stages of 'infectious hepatitis orglandular, fever, the diagnosis can be difficult to determine. Similarly,early stages of primary muscle ,disorders, _diseases of the hmmopoitic,
respiratory, endocrine, cardiovascular systems, and the renal tract, caneasily pass unnoticed except under the stress of exercise.

The following approach is recommended when a pathological processis suspected as causing a deterioration in the performance of an athlete:a full clinical assessment which involves a detailed history of the illness,together with a family history, details of past health, social habits-- -including tobacco, alcohol and drugsand details of visits to fgreigncountries, especially tropical areas. .
This is then folloWed with a thorough physical examination, including.

weight, temperature and Urine analysis. Where practical, observation ofthe athlete during exercise is worthwhile.
At this stage the physician will usually have made a diagnosis. How-ever, in a selected number of cases the physician will require further

investigations such as blood counts, examination of stools or urine, X-rays,cardiography, chemical or hormonal assessments.
The use of exercise testing by means of a- bicycle ergometer, tread-

mill or simple step test and the simultaneous measurement of relevant
factors when indicated, such as serum Ootassium, blood sugar, seruminsulin, plasma cortisol, electrocardiogram, etc., can be particularly helpful

ge*in a selected minority of cases.
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LOOKING AHEAD

An'Amateur Looks at
Physical Edu.c.ationr, Health

. .Educatio-n and Recreation
SIR RONALD GOULD

Presidenf)World Confederation of
Organizations of the Teaching Profession

I IMAGINE the theme of your conference this year will be a challenge
to all the expeits I see arrayed before me this afternoon. To me,:however,
a mere tyro in this sphere, the theme had a paralysing effect. I could think
of nothing significant to say, so as a mere,amafeur I propose to avoid
all philosophic and learned approaches .to physical and health education,
and (since I have no option) to confine myself to simple questions well
within my amateurish competence.

I must admit I do so with trepidation. For I cannot forget that when
I turned for assistance to an American expert, I realized even more my '
inadequacy. For the expert declared that there were these approaches to
physical education, the idealistic, the pragmatic idealistic, the dynamic
idealistic, the naturalistic romantic, the modern naturalistic, the realistic,
the dualistic, the contemporary realistic, the prakmatid experimental; the
social pragmatic, the msthetic, and finally the modern point of view. No
doubt you understand all this, but I don't, so my approach this afternoon
Will be an additional one that of the blundering, fumbling, muffing
greenhorn.

Let me begin, then, by saying what rmean by physical education. I'm
glad you do not use the term "physical training", for physical education
means much more than hopping, skipping, running and jumping to develop ,
the body. To me, it is the sum total,of all the influences brought to bear
on the child, consciously or . unconsciously, in the school or outside, to
promote 'healthy living. And jus( as the term "man" embrace& woman,
so the term "physical education" includes all exercise, sports, the teaching ,

of hygiene, school and public medical, dental and optical seivi , school
meals, well-lit, well-ventilated and well-heated schools and a go home
and school environment.

The history of health education in England and Wales reflects the
development of this concept. When in 1870 the State decided elementary
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education should be available to-all, they confined education to instruction
in reading, writing and arithmetic only. No_physical education.of any kind
was required.

Most of the changes have taken place in this century. They leg* $
with th introduction of drill, of marching, wheeling and forming fours. .
There ere no organized games. Here discipline and fitness appeared- to
tte'the otives. Of-course,. the children of the wealthy in the so-called
public schools had long enjoyed organized games. Indeed, the battle of
Waterloo was alleg!d to have been won on the playing fields of Eton. The

,- public schools had introduced gymnastics, too, mostly based on German
ideas, and which involved the use of apparatus, the box, horse, rope, etc.,
which, suppose, were too expensive for the children of the poor.
Gradually, too, they imported from Sweden free-Itxle exercises.

'These two systems, these two traditions, were blended' into one
when grammar schools were publicly provided. -Their physical education
was derived from both elementary and public schools. .Then ideas in the
elementary schoolS,.began to change. Free-style pbS,sical. education was
introduced, music and movement developed,_ school games. were iszganized.

Then, side by side with this, a school medical service evolved. litre.
. the purpose pas preventive as well as remedial. Doctors, dentists and

oculists regularly° visited the schOols and treatment was provided. In. more recent years psychologists have beeti appointed to help the retarded,
and the ,disturbed..

, Theh, during Workl War Two, a st riking Change in attitude took
place. One of His Majesty's inspectors_ told me that he went into a.school
and discovered that -a number of children brought lunch-time 'sandwiches
which .consistedt of nothing but bred and Worcester sauce. This, he

. alleged, greatly affected Government thinking. True or not, however, the
Government was convinced of the need to ensure tfiat children should not
suffer ia time of shortage. (o school ileitis were started, and, today every
child ran partake of a well-fialanced meal at reasonable cost or in some
cases at no cost at all. This was another great devel,Rpment..

And slowly the school environment was improved:an the'early part
of the istth century the National Society of Education thought a barn
might easily be converted into a school. Those days are -past. School
buildings now provide more daylight, more space, better ventilation ,and
better sanitation; they are warmer in winter and have improve

, Thus governments as well as teachers'see Health education as exercise,
games, medical and dental provision, nutrition and good environment.
They, 'and teachers, too,ethink health ak priceless treasure. ,

"0 health! Health! The blessing of the rich! The riches. of the poor !"
wroteBen jonson. "Who can buy thee at too dear a rate, Since there is
no enjoying the world ivithout thee?" "A good wife and health are a
man'sbett wealth" runs thy, proverb. "Health is better than wealth" -runs
another. "Look to our health ", Isaac Walton, "and if you have it
praise God and vales next-to a good conscience, for health is the second
blessing th'at we mortals are capable of ; a blessing that money cannot buy."
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I suspect, however, that all these were refe.xring .to health as if it
meant no more than bodily well-being. I suspect, tdo, that many govern-
ments and many teachers have the same idea. But what 'did Oscar Wilde
say? "Those who'see any difference between sou! and body have neither."
What does the Book of Common Prayer say? "We have done those
things wnich we ought not to have done and left undone those things
we ought to have done, and there is no health in us." And what did
Laurence Sterne in "Tristam Shandy" say? "A man's body and his mind,
with the utmost reverence to,both I speak it, are exactly like a jerkin and
a jerkin's liningrumple the one, you rumple the other-!" Clearly, health
should mean spiritual and mental as well as bodily well-being.

Yes, health -to some may mean a nian suffers from no illness or
lethargy and he experiences a sense of physical well-being. But it should
mean morethat Body, mind and spirit are at one, all contributing to a
sense of well-being, all making for wholeness. Franklin Pitrce Adams
summed. it up nicely: "Health is .the thing that makes you feel that now
is the best time of the year."

Actept this,. and it follows that the hypochondriats and any obsessed
with illness, real or imaginary, are certainly not healthy people. How could
a hypochondriac be healthy if Goodman Ace was _right when he wrote:
"If you're a hypochondriac, first class, you awaken each morning with the
firm resolve not to worry: everything is going to turn out all wrong." And
how could Harold Ross be healthy,,when it was said he gobbled pills, like
a famished chicken picking up corn? .

No, to be Obsessed with aches, pains and disease is unhealthy:. It's
also somewhat wearing for everybody else. All of .us who have suffered
from the sickness-obsessive will sympathize with den Nash's opinion:

"I once read an unwritten article by a doctor
Saying there is only one cure for a patient's
Female relative who has read an article
A hatpin in the left ventricle of the hearticle."

All this adds weight to the point I made earlier. A man, womff.o?..,
child is healthy when he or she can forget about ill-health and rejoice-in
the activity of body, mind and spirit Accept this, and the sang is removed
from some of the jibes, jokes apd innuendoes about physical exercise arid

.sport, which are all based on narrow assumptions about their nature. A
truly healthy person can laugh at Beaumont' and Fletcher's words;

"As men"
Db walk a mile, women should talk an hour
After supper: 'tis their exercise,
For talking is probably necessary for a woman's health."

Or at Douglas Jerroki's "The only athletic sport I ever mastered w
balkgammon'f, or at Oscar Wilde's "I, am afraid I play no out of door
games, except7-yes--except dominoes. I have sometimes played dominoes
outside French cafes". Or at Ring Gardner's "The only exercise I get

Ar when I taktite studs out Of one shirt and put them in another." Yes, NI.

exercises limited to talking, backgammon, dominoes or changing studs
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may appear to jibe at all physical educators stand for, but if any or all
of them.contribute in any way to any form of physical, mental or spiritual
well-being they are not to be despised.

Accept this definition of health, too, mid see what it, does for the
status of the profession of physical educators).

For if health means well-being of body, mind and 'spirit, all teachers.
are engaged in. health education. Maybe some teachers are engaged in
some aspect that is largely intellectual and some on what is largely moral
or physical. But all their work overlapsthe development of the intellect
can't completely be divorced from the physical and moral, nor the moral
from the intellectual and physical, nor the physical from moral and
intellectual. But all their work, whatever its emphasis, contributes to the
overall development,of the child and his sense of well-being.

Accept this and mite Nvhap,,it does for the status of physical educators. ,
Of course, most teachers .rebrd their task as intellectual.' Most were

above average intellectually in school. Most followed academic courses.
in school, college or university. Most return to school to teach academic
subjects. It is hardly surprising, then, that most teachers' attitudes are
like cobblers"There's nothing like leather."-ntimost unconsciously they
tend to look down upon any non-intellectuallisctivity. This has a corollary:
ther,tend to look down. upon those who teach the non-intellectual, or
rather that with less intellectual content.

You thinle.I'm exaggerating? Then why do teachers who used to
be called cookery teachers or housewifery teachers now prefer to be called
domestic, sciqice or domestic economy teachers? And why do teachers
who- used to fie called woodwork or metalWork teachers prefer to be called
teachers of handicraft? Are they not all, and rightly, struggling for r
adequate reccignition? And in your own case, why has the timetable .
changed frofn drill to P.T. and from P.T. to P.E.? Is this not struggling.-
for recognition ,too? And why is it that experts in domestic economy,
handicraft a

indi
P.E. seldom become principals Is it not because the2

intellectual is inost greatly prized?
But if everybody said and believed -and acted upon the belief that

the purpose of a school was to produce well-rounded, healthy individuals,
they would recognize that a hierarchy of the contributors to this end
would be absurd. Thus the way to full professional recognition of P.E.
is not quick or easy. We must convince people that schools are needed to
produce healthy, well-rounded individuals, and every contribution to
that end is important, and cannot fairly be graded.

. Indeed, the more this question is closely examined, the' more wide-
ranging appear the responsibilities of the P.E. expert, and the more
impossible it becomes to identify him merely with physical jerks,' For has
not health, rightly understood, a bearing upon intellectual development?
Listen to the wise words of Robert F. Kennedy:

Physical fitness is not only one of the most important keys to a
healthy body; it is the basis of dynamic and creative intellectual
activity . . . intelligence and skill can only function at the peak of
their capacity 'When the body is healthy, and strong; hardy,spirits and
tough minds usually inhabit sound -bodies.. a
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And has not health, rightly understood,. a bearing on moral develop-
ment? Is not physical education even in the narrow sense a moral duty
both to oneself and to Others?-.ManMbkes suggest there is an easy way
to health, but they are nonsense. !If I had 'my way I'd make health
catching as well as disease", said, RObert Green Ingersoll, but you can't
achieve health by the 'easy way of catching it, but only by the harder way
of a regular wellibalaneed diet, innet and outer cleanliness, regular exer-
cise, moderation- in all things and a clean environment, plus (if health
means total well-being) satisfying work, well-organized leisure, security
in'home-life and constant contact with, the things of the mind and spirit.
A tall order, is it not? But "to be the best that I can be" is not merely
the simple naive words of a child's hymn it should be.the object of all
education and a moral imperative for us all. And that is whir I endorse
-Herbert Spencer's stern words: "The .preservation of health' is a duty.
FeW seem conscious there is such a thing as physical morality,"

Indeed, the more I think about this the more I see physical health
demands the discipline-which *rings from intellect, conscience and will.
"Oh", says Shakespeare, "it is excellent to-(haye a ,giant's 'strength, but
tyrannous to ,use it like a giant." "Samson with his strong, body had, a
weak head", said Benjamin Franklin, "br he wouldn't have.laid it in a
harlot's lap." Yes, the body need's to be controlled by the mind and the
will and the conscience. But if that sounds.portentous, let me manufacture
a few proverbs to prove my point: Don't, keep drinking other people's
health or you'll spoil your own.. to reduce;your weight, place both hands
against the edge,of the table arld'ptish yourself back. Ladies, if you want
men to watch yourfigure;--,firSt ,iv,ateh it. yo self. You see my point?
.Hialth is the product of physicil,.;mental and ni discipline, and so you'

heeditcators in the widest a0d most. exalted .setige. %

this in mindI'd like you to conslider (Or a while the phenomenon
z-4-

"descfibed as the World Cup. ;t is a que;ttion. educators should examine.
The World Cup game; are obviously, important. To bring together in
competition the best professional players front many countries, to train
them to thkpeak of physkal,fitness,sto'cleAse systpnis and plays to penetrate
the opponents' defence, and to play belbre,tens thOusands of spectators
and hundreds,of sitting.befork IcV. sets is obviously important

., and ohviouSlk.news. c-
t. :

But i5 it Hally...so important as the papeiskpiadjOAd T.V. suggested?
Wasn't _the heagine in one of our papers `N.lt-;.9iet 4nflated" justified?
Was it So that_badk-page nevi's 4.dkO.%te moved to the front
pages, that scapegoats had to be found wlien teams lost, that results spelt
national triumph "6r, disaitei:, and that many believed that Mr. Harold
Wilson's chances of'uccess in the generat.election would be improVed if
England- won and worxened if England; lost? '.Don't misunderstand me.
rWas glued to the T,...tNcreen like,e'VAI-SrbodY eke: All that I am asking
iswas it an interesting_ orting.speCtIcle or was*.it.:a matter for national
shame and humiliation for:Ihe man)>.and national glOrY-and honour for
Brazil?: f..personally think".ike Wo'qd..cup got out of -perspective, and if
you Suspect me of sour graPes 14 add Brazil, in my. opinion, played
skilftilly,-.Alayed fairly,. and th .-.won'-ind deserved- to win.
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VVorst of all, think, when football or any other game becomes over-
and over-important, someone has to be blamed for failure.

So in England, Sir Alf Ramsay is put in the dock, asked to explain why
we lost, asked weren't hii tactics to blame, and does he think he is fit
to manage English football in the future? He might obtain some satis-
faction if he recalled the words of Al Forman, a National League baseball
umpire: "I occasionally get birthday cards from fans", he said, "but
it's often the same message. They hope it's my last." Or better still were
the words of Harry Truman: "It's harder for a football coach than a
President. You've got four years as President and they guard you. A
coach won't have anyone to guard him when things go wrong."

Yes, I can't help feeling Sir Alf Ramsay and others like him are now
asked to carry impossible burdens, and largely because highly professional
sport has become far removed from games and recreation, far removed,
too, from the idealism of Baron de Coubertin, who started the Olympic
Games in the 9o's, and far removed Goal his moral standpoint. For did
he not declare: "The important thing is not winning but taking part!"
How unfashionable and other worldly this sounds today, when to many
the most important thing, indeed,. the only thing, is winning, and Winning
at any price.

So, lest school games-are similarly affected, let us 'remember what I
stressed. earlier, that as part of pflysical education they are contributions
to the full development of all the faculties' of children. They should be
attractive to children not because they 'bring victor',. money or glory,
but because they are fun. Mather Goose4.s melody runs:

"Hey diddle diddle, -
The cat and the fiddle,
-The cow - jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to. see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon."

The little clog,,,and no doubt the cow,, the dish and the spoon found sport
what it ought to be, a pleasureand so should children.

"If all the year were playing holidays
To sport would be as tedious" as to work" . -

wrote Shakespeare. ,His inference, too, is clearsport is, or should.be, fun.
Grant this, and certain consequences follow. If sport is fun, Winning .

isn't all-important, and if winning isn't all-important, then. beAding and
breaking rules, body-checking, hacking and maiming are ruled out. _Oscar
?Wilde's view that "One should always play fairly when one has the winning
cards" must be-re-stated. One should play fairly all the time and with_no
exceptions. Thus, whilst one should play to win, play should be disciplined
an fair, and winning and ]ding', even if we carnfot like Rudyard Kipling
treat these two as imposters, and equal imposters, at least do not become
over-dramatized and over-important.

. And thus sport at its best is a moral discipline;lielaclieng lessons' and
forming attitUdes of enormous importance, in every .aspect of life. And

,so you present here should recognize that youare not mereirengageii in
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/strengthening boOes,or in makiAg"thetn, more perfect physical instruments,
,hut in instillltid a morality of enormous importance to man's well-being.-

My friends, in this organization you have always had great leadership.
Dorothy ,Ainsworth and Carl and Ray have all been outstanding in the
techniques of physical education, but outstanding leaders of men and
wolien,toci. And the satpe is true of successive presidents. They have all
been, believer( in the "seanifess coat of learning", and consequently have

;thought it right that .physical educators' shotild stand shoulder to shoulder
,,with. all other,,kindi a eduCators in the world organization. So in this,

my lase spee'c.h_tO ICHI?ER,.let me warmly than them all for the know-
ledge they have brought to their task, for ihe'TsOlidarity they have estab-

'. ljslied, for the sacrifices they have made to serve others,-and for the idealism
hicll has inspired them and inspired .us; too. Thank, you all! I wish

yoU even ireateruceess in the years which lie ahead..

,-- '
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CLOSING ADDRESS .

JANICE 'WRIGHT

Physical Education Teacher,
Sydney, Australia

IT is with reluctance and a sense of sadness that, I commence this,
the closing address of the 13th Congress of the International Council on
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, and the 8th National Con-
ference of the Austrhan Physical Education Association.

For five 'days our geographiC isolation has vanished because this
Congress has brought the world of physical education to our doorstep. For
the first time in the history of Australian physical education, we have been
part of an international gathering in Sydney, New South Wales, and we
have had the opportunity to meet, to listen to, and speak with colleagues
from all over the world.

We all see the need for educators to travel, to exchange knowledge
and to return to their own countries with more clearly directed energies:
For these reasons it is my pleasure to thank you, who have travelled to
Sydney to be speakers and contributors to this Congressto thank you
for your attendance and your participation.

Personally, I consider that the great benefit of this conference to
Australians is the opportunity to view local problems in clearer perspec-
tive. A congress conilucted on our own doorstep makes us realize that
many of our groblemseare not just. local prOblemsthey are international
and the progress made in other countries has application in this environ-
ment.

Few visitors to Australia will realize the significance of this meeting
to the host country and the hope it provides for an unknown future. Our
local pro ems stem largely from two facts: we area long way from the
rest of the rld, and physical education health and recreation are com-
parative newcomers to the Australian educational scene. From the outset,
our early colonists were sports-loving people. The enjoyment that the
early outback Australiansthe shearers, drovers and bullock-drivers--took
in displaying their masculine strength in contests which tested physical
skill has continued to the present day. Our leading golfers, tennis stars,
weight-lifters and squash players are often plumbers, grocers, concreters
or wharf lAbourers by trade. In other_ words, sport has been the right
of the ordinary person. Skill has been the- determining factor. The, right
to excel in sport has not been a prerogative of birth or education in this
country. . c

Initially, organized public education was concerned with the removal
of widespread illiteracy. Sixty years after the country's foundation there
were 12,000 children who received no formal schooling. Understandably,
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the early schoolmasters concentrated on the 3 R's ; sport and physical .
education, therefore, did not gain ready acceptance as an essential com-
ponent of the educational, process.

It was not until the beginning of the 20th century that war fears
brought visiting drill sergeants into public schbols to instruct cadet corps
amt. teach children to march in unison. This had the effect of setting
physical activity beyond the bounds of academic respectability and retarded
the subject's development for many years. The trend was helped by
our first English-type universities which prepared an intellectual elite for
the traditional academic professions and left activity to students' voluntary
effort. Nor was it helped by the development of highly centralized State
systems of education. But games did gain a foot-hold ,sin Secondary schoOls,
because sportsminded teachers decided to start work half-an-hour earlier
each day to provide time in the school week for a 'sports-afternoon.

It is,only during the last _30 years that Australian physical education
has made giant strides as the result of the total commitment of a few
pioneer physical educators one from Germany, one from Canada, one
from England and a small number of. native-born Australians, some -1:n
whom have been honoured in the course of this conference. This handful
of people, working in different Austr ian States, confronted governments
and university administrators, establis professional preparation pio-
grammes, prepared courses of instruction and worked with community
,groups for the advancement of health, physical education and recreation.
But these, people were forced to do too much too quickly. They were not
able to complete their work before; death and retirement began to thin
their xanks. Their philosophy and vision were only beginning to be
dimly understood by administrators trained in the drill era, when Australia
was confronted with an era of rapid educational change complicated by

the rapid increase of school populations.
Severe financial, problems, togethei with acute shortages of trained

teaching staff have again placed our subject field. in a difficult position,
Too many Australian physical educators, convinced that they aTe

working in isolation with near-insoluble problems, seeksolgtions overseas.
They go abroad for additional training. They mean to return, but, under-
standably, lucrative positrons and good wdrking conditions lure many
away permanently. Australian ,physical education is currently suffering
the same talent erosion that has beset Australian amateur. tennis.

- This Congresi has ,come at a time when physical educators across .
the nation feel that our -probleins are overwhelming and peculiar to this
country alone.

The Congress, and Professor Diem's memorial address in particular,
have renewed our hopp for the future. She has shown us that creating'
understanding and. acceptance of physical education is an enduring quest.
Whether We work in Cologne or in Sydney we must fight to synthesize our
ideals and 'our practical, goals. We must not be content to function as
technicians or tradesmen.- We must be efficient, practitioners, capable of
subjecting everything we teach and strive for to critical analysis. Current'
problems must be examined carefully and new solutions sought on the
basis of knowledge, experience and sound reasoning.

r
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To sort out the tangled skein of our- future we need access to up-to-
date information in all areas of health, physical education and recreation.
In recent ydrs it has become increasingly difficult to keep in touch with
developments in our field within and without Australia...Within Australia
our State professional association branches are hundreds of miles apart.
Outside Australia the growth of knowledge is so rapid and so extensive
that the enthusiasts who save for years to travel abroad so that they can
study and observe, feel Gut-of-t(mch a few months after their return. For
most Australians physical educators the written word has always been,
and will remain. the main .ource of knowledge. But even the most avid
reader cannot pute,with the current literature in d.single branch of
physical education. Membership of international and lOcal organizations
does something to guide us to various sources of information, but the sheer
number of associations often-complicates the confusion.

There is no real substitute for the direct contact with men and women
' whose work in research is highly relevant to the programmes we conduct.

But clearly, we cannot expect to have international conferences in this
country as frequently as we would desire. Yet we must have access to the
latest research findings in our field if our teaching is to be scientifically.
based." Realistically, we must face the fact that we can only,undertake a
ITeasure of research in this countrywe lack basic facilities.

Australian Speakers at this Congress have demonstrated our ability
to conduct research programmes relevant to the school situation. But until
finance is readily available for the establishment of well-equipped research
laboratories we will lag behind Germany, America, England and Canada
in4nany branches of physical education research. These laboratory results
must be translated and tested in the practical situation before we can make
nse of the ,findings which close the gap between theory and practice. For
these guide-lines to action we must rely on information from countries
where staffing and timetable provisions are more generous, where trained
personnel are more abundant. This ",1Aises yet another obstacle to pro-
gress--the language barrier prevents most of us reading the studies pub-
lished in Scandinavian, Japanese and other languages. So the need for
translated document becomes very evident. .

What is needed is a central reference- sourcea switchboard we can
,contact for information in any-area of physical educatiOn.

,Almost every persim in this assembly would welcome access to one
central al source of up-to-date research findings which provided opportunities
for cooperative action and exchange of ideas. Cynics may condemn the
concept or an international reference centre as idealistic and impractical,
but,this is not the case. The resources needed-Ilready exist via a multitude
of international and national associations. ICHPER, FIEP, FIMS, IDC,
ICS, AAHPER, PEA, APEA, CAMPER, BOA, CCPR, and a host of
others have already done a certain amount of work in their own specific

° areas of intgrest. The ordinary-workers in the field are often so bewildered
by the''sheer num'ber.and the overlapping function of these organizations
that they considei the associations are too remote, too impersonal and their
services are too random to' be helpful.
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Basically,. all that is needed is the energy and the finance to organize
and mobilize the respurces which already exist. Time does not permit
any detailing of the mechanics involved in the operation of a central
reference centre, but the existence of UNESCO and WHO, and the
beginning made by FIEP in the preparation of a world manifesto for
physical education offer substantial proof that world action is possible if
enough intelligent people see the need for it, and are broadminded enough
to draw together the strands which already exist at national and inter-
national levels.

Unless we have full details of new endeavours in countries where
physical education is well established, the newer and the poorer members
of the physical education family will slip further and further behind in
knowledge. The gap is already too great. We have no wish to trail
sadly along in the wake of more advanced countries, rediscovering the

lessons they have already learnsd.
Enough has been said to show that to Australians, this meeting is,

bright with hope for the future; we know our own problems and we work
continuously to solve them. However, the Congress was not conducted
in Australia to provide a panacea for local ills ; so what has it 411 meant?.

' If I may summarize the significance that the excellent sessions
conducted during the Congress period , hold for everyone present, it _

becomes evident that health, recreation and physical education are all
concerned with particular facets of the same contemporary problem.
Whether we hail from England, Africa,. America or Japan, we are faced
with the wed to educate men, women and. children to live successfully in
overcrowded societies where the stress -filled pressures of work! and
competition detract from the quality and length of living. As workers in
health, recreation and physical lclucation we are all concerned with
identical issuesdegenerative diseases and mental illness_ stemming from
the pattern of twentieth-century life. ..

The steady reduction of .physical exercise, as it exists among ,the
super-civilized, motorized, automatized and T.V.-viatching populations of
the West, has long been cited as a causal factor in heart disease. Fonward-

F,
.,.

thinking countries have initiated the establishment of organized, mass -
reconditioning centres 'and programmes .for the seemingly healthy, ,yet
quietly degenerating sedentary adults. This is .being -practised on a,..large I.,
scale in West Germany by insurance ompanies and big industrial concerns,
with graded outdoor programmes itt the Bavarian Alps and follow-qv,.
all-year-round home exercjse programmes. The Ford Motor Co. claims '
two year's more work ft6 its executives through supervised, constant -
yet -light physical exercis . Are. we doing all' we can to educate .the
individual and the executives of large organizations to compensate for

tour predominantly -sedentary lives_ and so retain our, national, health incl
vigour.? ';.. ,,,...

The ,strain of. sophisticated and highly competitive, livjng,,is already
,.

taking its toll in the guise of mental illness, Only slowly' have we come to
recognize the effect of activity cif anxiety--the releas,e, of energy in con-
structive and aggressive activity. Are we really making our best effort,.
to .bring this home in realistic terms to the general public r'
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We have all witnesied41414gdom and dissatisfaction of young
people born into an increasingly mechanized and urbanized- world-as
evidenced in widespread driktaking, riots, protests and "hippie cults'''.
The sociologist, Mays, strongly proclaims that the maturatiimal and social
phase which we call "youth" presents social problems which.one would be
foolish to deny or understate. Are we in step with our youog people's
apparent desires to make independent decisions and exhibit freedom of
choice of pursuits? Surely the decision to adopt physical education and
recreation as part of their fundtional scheme will only be taken if they
deem it valuable. Are we guiding the younger generation sufficiently to
such a premise -by providing stimulating and interesting programmes at
the earliest age possible? Are we making their need for movement an
interest P,,

All of us are familiar with the. spectacle of thousands of sports fans
packed into grandstands, cheering their favourite team. The accelerated
development of professionalism in all areas of motor activity is ,depriving
the common man of.his right to constructive leisure and relaxation through
action because commercial enterprise is taking control of playing areas and
the mass media a "sell" spectatorism to a gullible public.

Whether .we work in ,the area of physical education, of health or
recreation we know the potential our subject has for the resolution of
pressing universal social problems. We know that our subject field is.-

,, part of mankind's hope for the future.
We have all tackled 'die problems in our own ways in our own
tries ; but with limited success.' It is possible that we have all worked

n isolation and as a result we have failed to- make sufficient impact on our
governinents, our industrialists, our local communities, on men and women
and young people.' Until we work more closely together we are unlikely
to progress where we have already ailed.

As this Congress draws to a close we can decide to go back to our
own little niches and struggle with our own little problems, or we can
decide that we Ow ha-ve the nucleus of a world team capable of tran-
sceuding difficulties of distance, politics and ideology. Our problerfis will
not be resolved overnighti but the quality of this Congress has been so
ripe with promise for a world 'affinity in 1.1Y.,sical education that I am
convinced we can provide for a traffic of knowledge, of resources and of
people bitween oar. countries.;.. ., 1

With full realization-Of the difficulties of this proposal, I am formally
requesting, hat themeilibers of this Congress support a recommendation to
ICHPER executive for 'the' establishment of a resources centre which will
fifovide an efficient syStem of communication designed to help physical
educators study, travel and-work with professional purpose.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

197o ICHPER Resolutions

THE ICHPER-APEA Congress I970 urges those responsible for
the administration of education in all countries at all levels to recognize
the following resolutions emanating from the Sydney Congress 1970.

1. Health, physical education and recreation are allied and cloply
inter-related fields and should be coordinated in the best interests of the
community.

2. Physical fitnes is a basic human need, and health; physical educa-
tion and recreation programmes are specifically 'designed "to achieve a

.desirable standard of physical' fitness.
3. Provision must be made for professional preparation at under-

graduate and postgraduate levels of health, physical education and recrea-'
tion educators.

4; There is an urgent need for the provision of specialists in the fields
of health, physical education and recreation in all elementary and secondary
cchonls .

5. The appointment of health, physical education and recreation
educators to teach the physically and mentally handicapped is essential.

6. Adequate facilities are -basic to the implementation of programmes
in schools, teadhers' colleges and universities.

7. There is a growing need, through increasing leisure time, for the
provision of professionally trained leaders in recreation along with adequate
facilities for community recreation.

8. Education authorities should ensure that health, physical education
and recreation enjoy a professional status in keeping with their vital
contribution to the quality of modern life.

9. Halth, physical education and recreation can play a significant role
in educating the dbannunity in the necessity for controlling environmental
pollution.

ro-:,The ICHPER-APEA Congress expresses the hope that respon-
sible authorities in all countries will come to appreciate the virtues asso-
ciated with improving the situation as it exists in health, physical education
and recreation, and will come to appreciate the value of setting olifiin a
quest for quality in these areas and of persevering with positive endeavours
to reach new horizons in these areas, of health, physical education and
recreation.
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